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AMTCWL- Tho A* algorithm is applied to maximum-likelihood soft-decision decoding of binary linear block
codes. This pripcr gives a tutorial on the A* algorithm, compares the decoding complexity with that of
exhaustive search and Viterbi decoding algorithms, and presents performance curves obtained for several
codos.
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I . lNTItOI)UCIION
The A* algorithm is an artificial intelligence tree-search algorithm for finding the path in
a graph that optimizes a function defined over all paths. Nilsson [1] describes the algorithm
as a heuristic graph-search procedure, and shows that the algorithm always terminates in
an optimal path. A* has been used to implement full lnaximum likelihood soft decoding of
linear block codes by Han, et al, [2], [3], and [4]. Other tree-search algorithms, e.g., Stack,
Fano, and M-, do not result in maximum likelihood decoding.
This paper describes the fundamentals of the A* al~:orithm as it is applied to maximum
likelihood clecoding of binary linear block codes. For this work, A* was used in decoding
simulations for several codes. This resulted in comparisons of the co] nplexity of A* decoding
to that of other maximum likelihood decoding lnethods, and accurate word error rate curves.
13inary symbols, bi c {0,1}, from an (n, k) lineal code are transmitted using binary
antipodal signaling, i.e., Ci = (– 1 )~i, over an additive white Gaussian noise channel. The
received symbols, ra, are continuous valued soft symbols. The hard-limited symbol hi is the
transmitted signal value, +1, nearest to the received symbol ra.
The mscarch reporled ix) this paper was carried out in the Corer,, unications Systems Research Soctic,u of the Jet Propulsion I,abcratory, C:alifor!lia
Institute of ‘1’ethnology under a contract to the National Aeronautics and Space Adn, inist ration.
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A. Maximwn likelihood decoding
A4arimwn likelihood sojLdecision decoding decodes a rcccived s~Icjuencc to the codeword
c* that, maximizes the likelihood of the received soft symbols. It is corlvenicnt to think of
the codewords, which am lcmgth N scqucmcws of +1 ‘s, and the recwi J’cd sequence ~ as points
in N-ciimcmsional space. Assuming an aclditivc white (;aussian noise c1 Iannel, the cc)clewcml
c* that maximizes the likelihood of the receivecl sequt:nce ~ is tllc O1]C that, mi]limizes the
Pluclidcan clistance between the receivecl worcl r ancl t] Ie coclcworcl c.
‘1’he cmdeworci that is closest to the rcweivecl worcl can be found by exhaustively checking
all possible cocleworcls, or by cleverly seeking out, the one that lnillit~)izcx t}le clistance. For al)
K

(N, K) cock+ there arc 2 codewords to check, makinp an exhaustive search prohibitive for
most interesting cocles. Viterbi clccocling the block COCIC on a trellis call accomplish Inaximum
likelihood clecocling more efficiently, using a smaller fix(:d nurnbcr of calculations [6], and [7].
Techniques such as A* that use a heuristic search to fi~ld the maximum likelihood cocieword
can significmtly reduce the average number of calculations necdecl for decocling, especially
at high SNR.
11. l,immr codes as trees
I)efinc C to be an (N, K) linear cocle with 2}{ ]englh N binary codewords b E C. The
gcncraior matrix G’ for t}le cocle is a K x N matrix of zeros ancl ones whc)se rows are linearly
inclepcnclcnt coclewords. Given K information bits i~l a row vector m, the cc)rresponclil]g
binary coclcworcl is b = xC;. If G is in systenuztic forril, the K inforlnation bits are ciirectly
visible in the cocleworcls. For the cocles ccmsiclered 1 Iere, the first K columns of G form
an ident,ity matrix, ancl the codewords can be divicled into inforlnatio~] hits, in the first K
pcmitions, ancl parity bits, in the last, N -- K positions.
‘1’o a~q~ly a heuristic graph searc}~ a]gorithln to the clecodillg of a block code, the cocle
is thought, of as a binary tree with 2}{ clepth N leaves where each ~)ath from the root to a
leaf corrcxponcls to a cocleword. If the codewords c)f a systematic code live in a binary tree,
3
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F’ig. 1. Rinary tree representation, of the (6,3) shortered Hcirnn, iog SC, d[,

through lCVC1 K – 1 the tree is full, that is, every node has two descenclants. This is because
ally length K sequence of zeros and ones can be an information scque))cc. Sinec the parity
bits arc determined by the information bits, every level K node has only onc descendant
path which continues to level N. Any node of ICVCI 1< K in the trcw is fully defitled by the
path fl = plpz . . . pl of information bits I]i from the root I o that noclc.

Example: Consider the (6,3) shortened Ilamrning code with the gmlerator matrix
[; ,

1 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 0 1 .
( 0 0 1 0 1 1 )

Figure 1 shows the representation of this code as a tree with solid and dashed edges used to
represent zeros and ones respective] y, or equivalent] y, tralmnitted -1 1s a]ld — 1s. 1 ‘tack node
above level 3 has two child nodes, while each node at levels 3, 4, or 5 has oIlly one dcsccmdant.
‘J’hc leaf nodes at lcnwl 6 represent the eight codewords of the code. ‘1 ‘he h ighlightcd
at level 2 illustrates the path labeling.
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1 I. ALGORITIIM DESCRIPTION

‘J’hc A* al~orithm scarchcs a graph for the path th;lt minimizes a path metric function.
on any given iteration, it expands the node t}lat is likely to yield the optimal path, and
eliminates any nodes that can only have subol)tima] desccndm]ts. ‘1 ‘he method by which
l)()(lc?s arcsclt?ct(~:cl for[:x~jallsio~l and eliminated from c(msideratioll uses an underestimatcof
the path l~~(~tIicf~l~~cti{)ll, called ahcllrist,ic f~ll)ctioll. Theheurist,ic function at anode must
lower bound the true path lnctric function, for all pat}ls that pass t,llroug}] that node.
lk)r lnaxinmm likelihood soft-clecision decoding of an (N, K) block code received over
the additive white Gaussian noise chanlld, the path metric fmlction is the square of the
Euclidean distance lmtwccn a codcworcl and the receiwd word:
N

S(7’, c) = >;(ri -- ci)2

i= ]

l~or the algorit}lm to

ilncl th~

maximum likelihood codeword, the value of the heuristic

function at a node must bc less than or equal to the actual squared distance for ally fulllcngth path that passes through t,}lat node, i.e., betwee]l the received word and any codeword
that is prefixed by pt, the path that defines the node.
‘1’11(: minimum squared distance over all codewords that bcgili with the path pl is lower
lmundcd by the minimum squared distance over all ]cngth N billayy sequences that begin
with the path p~, i.e.,

where Ci : (— 1 )~~. ‘1’hc minimum squared distance ow~r all lcng[,h N sequences that begin
with the path pi is achieved by the seclucncw t,] I at begil N with pl and cc)nt,inues with binary
symbols consi stcnt with the hard-limited received syml )oIs. q ‘Ilus, a, valid hcurist ic function
for this problem is the squard distance from the received sequence to either t}le codeword
defined by the path p‘f , “fI t,he IIC& is at level 1 .= K, or the sequcmcc t}]at begins with the
5

path p~ and is completed by symbols eonsistlentr wjth the IJard-lin)itcd Sy]nlmlsj if 1< K. }~or
1< K, 1 lan, et, al, [2] usc a hmlristic function that ~niniminxs S(T, c) over jllst th[m length N
sequences that, have k!git,i]nate weights in the code rathe) than over al] kvkgth N sequences
as we have done in this work.
A. Phdamcntals oj the algorithm
‘] ’he A* algorithm maintains an ordered list of nodes. Associated with each node is the path
pl that identifies the node, the value of the heuristic funftion, and art indicator of whether

the node represents a single codeword. The values of t,h(: heuristic fu] lction determine the
order of the nodes on the list ancl therefore guide the search throllgh the trco. g’hc al.gorjthm
expands any node that might yiclcl a cocleword with th< millimu~ n distance from the soft
received symbols, and eliminates all nodes that are too fa~ from the received symbols to have:
the m,aximum likelihood codeword as a possible descencla nt.
When the al~orithm begins the search, the root of the tree k tile only node on the list. At
each iteration, the node OIJ the top of the list, wl]ic:h has the smallest value of the heuristic
function, is expanded. lt is taken off the list and the tlvo possible ways of contitluin.g the
path are considcrwl as nodes to put back on t}~e list. Ea(:h new node is placed back on the
list provided that its heuristic function value is not greater than the actual path metric for
a completed codeword. If the node expandecl is at level K — 1, the two level K children
specjf y codewords, and the value of t}le heuristic function at each ch ilcl I lode is the actual
squared distance lxtween the codeword and the received word. ‘J’hcsc codewords am called
Candidate codewords. Whelk a node that defines a code}~’ord is placed back on the ljst, all
nodes below it are de]ctcd. ‘1’hc algorithm Lermil Iates when a candidate codeword reaches
the top of the list. ‘1’hat codeword is the maximmn likelihood codeword.
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‘1 ‘he two fc?atums dcscribc!d in this section are not nticessary’ to guar’antm? maximum likclih[)(xl soft-decision decoding, but they ilnpmve the algorit4h1n’s etlicimlcy. Ilan, et al, [2]
1 )m~xwd S( wt,in~ t,hc bit positions according to the ml i ~abi]i ty

of tht ~

rcc(’ived symbols to re-

dum tlhc aw?ra~c numlmr of nodes cx~)anded. our iln~)lclnc:lltat)ioll i]lmmporatcs this sortil]~
feature, :~llclaclcliti[)llally introduces asi]nplification to the hcurislic; fu~lction which reduces
the Immber of computations during each node exl)ansion.

A. Sorting by reliability
If the bitl positions corresponding to the more rwliab]c received sy]Iilmls arc expanded first.
tllcn the search will be directed more quickly to C1OSC candidate codewords. ‘1’he nearer a
symbol is to 0, the less reliable it is because it is ahnos( equally far from both + 1 and – 1. It
follows that the grcatlcr the ma.gnitudc of the received symbol the n lwc r(?liab]e that sylnbo]
is. ‘1 ‘o take advantage of the most reliable symbols first, the received sy]nbo]s are reordered in
descending order by magnitude, and the code symbols are reordered cquivalentl y. Reordering
the CO(1C symbols is equivalent to reordering tllc columns of the ge]lcrator matrix.
‘1’his implementation of the A* algorithm so]ts the rxweivcd sy~nbols by reliability, reorders
the coluInns of the generator matrix in the same way, and thcm trim to row reduce the
generator Inatrix so that it is systematic. 1 lowevcr, if it encounters a column, among the
first K columns, that is linearly dependent (HI previous colunllls, it moves the oflendi]lg
column and corresponding received symbol to the end before lmxwdil lg. Of course, the cock
aud received symbols arc kept in the salne order as the colum Ils of t}ie generator matrix.
‘1’ypicall y the number of nodes cxpandccl while clec( ding a receiw?d word is sign ificalitl y
reduccxl by sorting the symbols lx?fore starting the da :oding process. 1 b the shorter COCICS
like the (24, 12) Go]ay cod(? which could be tested both with a~ld wit]lout sorting, the increas(:
in decoding cil’icirmcy from sorting t,}lc symbols was found e][l~)irically to outweigh the cost,
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of sorting al]d row reducing tlhe generator matrix. FcN t}]{ lar.gm codes, such as the (48,24)
quadmtic msiduc code, decoding without sorting was so much InoIc t irnc consuming that,
it was not a reasonable option to run comparison tcstjs. Sorting was adopted as a standard

B. Sign-Magnitucie Path Metric Function
llvery soft symbol Ti is at least as far away from th(? codeword syInbIJ Ci as it is from the
had-limited symbol }12. !l’he squad distance, S(T, c), (:an k Vrittm] as the sum of the
square of the distance to tlhe hard-limited symbols, s(~, h), and an atnount a(~, c) that is
nonzcro only when at least one symbol Ci C1 OCS not ecpml the corresponding harci-lilnitccl
SyInbOl }li, as fOll OWS:

WhCI(! ( 1 ) IISCS /L1~~ ‘ sgl~(~i)~i = ]~i ], and (2) introduces the si~,I)-Irl:~g[)ittlcle path metric
funct)ioll

N
a(?’, c) = >;

i. 1

sgt, r,#c,

8

Irzl

as an alt,crnativc to the squared Euclid c:al) dist, ance.

Since the first, term iu (2) does not

dcpeJId cm the cod[?word c, it is constant over the millimizatio~l, atld
mjn s(r, c) = s(7, IL) + 4n}in a(r, c).
h4axilnum likelihood dcxwding of the received sequence can be dmlc I)y finding the codeword
that minimizes either s(r, c) or a(r, c).
IIccause cd] tcmn of a(r, c) is either zero or Iri I based on a conllxwison, it is simpler to
calculate tJ~an s(r, c), which for each i requires a diflcrence and a square. Because of this
sim~)lificationl the sign-magnitude path metric has found application in Viterbi decoder implementations such as the high performance Viterbi decoder developed at, the Jet Propulsion
I,aboratory for the Deep Space Network [8]. For the A* applicatioIl, it has the additional
advantage of allowillg the heuristic function to k illdependel)t of future symbols dccpcr
i]) the tree. “1’llc heuristic function at lCVC1 Z < K is simply the a,ccuTrlulatcd path metric
through level /, Lxxause zero aclditiona] metric is contributed if t}lc path is completed by
symbols consistent with the hard-limited symbols.

Example revisited: Consider the (6,3) shortened 1 Iamming code and the received sequcmcc T = (.05, -1.3, 1.1, .8, -.25, .6). Reordering tile received vector by reliability gives
# (-1.3, 1.1, .8, .6, -.25 , .05). ‘l’he reordered generator matrix i~l systematic form is
❑

G’ ==

(

1 0 0 1 1 1
0 1 0 1 1 0 .
00]
011 )

Figure 2 shows the tree explored by the A* algorithn I when the sorted code is used. I+;ach
node is labeled with the value at that node of the heuristic function usillg the sign-magnitude
path metric. ‘1’1](? 3 expaldecl noclcs arc each designated by a o; the 2 candidate codewords
are cacb designated by a A; and the only edges shown in the figure

arc the 12

edges explored

before the algorithm terlninates. ‘l’he nodes with paths O, 11 and 101 arc dropped from
tllc list when the candidate word, with path metric .65, is put, on the list. ‘1’lle search
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Fig. 3. The tree explored by the A* algorithm when the bit positions are
defini!lg candidate codewords are designated by

A.

prompt]

not sorted Expanded nodes are desigriated

by o, and nodes

y terminates bccausc the top node on the list clefi nes a cal Ididatc coclcword, namcl y

b’ : 100111. lJnslmflling b’ gives the maximum likelihood decod(?d codeword in the original
syInlml order, b = 110011. For comparison Figure 3 shows the larger tree explored by the
algorithm when the symbols are not sorted.
C. Vcrificaticm of the decoder
‘1’hc decoding results of the A* algorithm wcxe compared to the results of two cxliaustive
search dccodcr implementations. ‘1 ‘he (24,12) Go lay code was used for t}iis test since it has
10

OIl]y ~’2 =- 4096 codewords Inaking it feasib]c! to get thI Id y rwsdts fro]n an exhaust,ivc searc}”r
decoder. lrirst, the? software decoded the receivml sequences using both A* and exhaustive
search, and compared the results internally. Second, a couple lnu]drcd received sequences
wemdecodcdby both the A* software and al] illcle~Jel~clt:llte x}~tLlls(i\~t! search derwk?r written
ill A1)L. The results showed that both exhaustive search and A * dec( )ders decoded the same
noisy vcctlors to the same codewords.
‘1’he software to implement the A* algorit}~~n has bc?en writtwl ill C and run on several
Sun platforms. Since integers on these processors are 32 bits long, tlm software to implemellt
the A* algorithtn has been constrained to linear codes with 64 or fewer bits per codeword
by using two 32 bit integers for each codeword. E3ecause of this iT~ll.)lel~lexltatioll detail, it
was important to confirm that the A* softwa~e properly decodes codes longer than length
32. Most interesting cocks with lengths over 32 bits take a prohibitivc]y long time to decode
exhaustively. A test code with ]ength IV greater than 32, and O]IC with more than 32
information bits were devised so they could lx! readily decoded by other means. ‘J ‘he code
with length .greatcr than 32 was created by rel)eating the parity bits of the (24,12) G olay
code . ‘1’his formed a (36,12) code that was no more (lifficult, to exhaustively clecodc than
the (24, 12) Golay cock. After debugging and testing, the decoder dccocled 500 codewords
consistent with the exhaustive decoder results. Next a simple (34,33) code, consisting of 33
information bits and 1 overall parity bit, was tested 01] two hurldrcd IIoisy receivecl words.
‘1’his code was scdcctecl because a maximum likelihood (lecocler is easy to write, and an AI’1,
program was used to verify that tllc two hundred test words decoded consistently.

To analyze the performance of either the algorithm or a code, data were taken by running
the software with different input. parameters. For a giwm run, the software can take as input,
the generator matrix for the code, the SN R, the seed for the rat l(loIn nmnber gmcrator,
and the number of words to decocle.

It returns the average ])utnl m of nodes expanded,
11

th(? aVCra~C

?lU?I1]J(T

Of Calldidak! COdC?WOrds, aJld the IIUI llb[lr Of W( H(] (~1’1’(JTX that OC(:llrrd.

Sometimes a system call from insid(? the

]J~O~IYLm

was us(:d to pmvidt, the alnount, of C} ‘[J

time consul ncd during a run. ~’hme decoding runs ranp,cd in sim frt)]ll hundreds to tens
of thousands of dccodcxl received scquenccs. The codes that have btx:l] examined include
a(63,56) ll[)sc-{.~lla~lclh~lri-lIocc~~lcllgl~elrl (BC1l) code, a (48,24) (Illa(lratic rcsicluecc)clc, a
(24,12) Golaycodc, a(31,10) BCII code, anda (32,16) ltee(l-MIlllcr((Jclc. ‘1’hedatafrorn
multiple runs were combined carcful]y to give the results in the followil]g sections.
1]1. A* A],GOFtlT}lhl COMP1,EXI1’Y

‘l)hc intricacy ofthc A* algorithm makcxit, difficult to[ount tllccxact ]l~llnljc!rofcalclllatio]ls nrxcssary to decode a received sequence. q)he algol ithm’s complexity can be roughly
measured by various indicators of the size of its search t rec. q’l]csc illcludc the number of
candidate codewords, the number of expanded nodes, aTl(l the mlml mr of edges scarchcd in
the trm. ‘1’hc: number of edges l; iu the search tree is .giwm by
l; = 2X+ (N - K)c,

(3)

where X is the lmmlmr of nodes expanded including the root, al Id C is the I lumber of
candidate codewords. Because the search size for the A* algorithm var ics from one received
scqucncc to the? next, the averages of these numbers over many reccivcd sequences are used
for comparison. ‘1’hc next two sections present simulation results [lf:lilc)llstlat}irlg that the
average search size and the average ti~ne to decode arc relatecl lil)carly, a~d showing how the
average size of the A* search tree varies with the signal-to-noise ratio.
A. T’imc to dccodc versus search s i z e
‘1’hc average amount of time it takes to dccod[: received SWIUWICCX reflects both tllc computational overhead for each secpmnce decoded ancl the computation IS for each part of the
search tree. Analyzing the time to decode requires that all of the tiTnillg data be taken on
12
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Fig. 4. Scatter plots of average
time per decoded word versus average ],,,mber of smirch tree edges per decoded word for the
quadratic residuo code on a Spar. 10 Model 30 workstation.

(48,24)

the sum computer, and that the accuracy of the timi~lg data he sufficient to perform comparisons. ‘1’he systcm call used to generate the tilning, infor]nation for a run was accurate
to within a second, which is too coarse to study data on individual dccocled sequences, but
sufficient for data on ensembles of decoded seqmmccs.
‘1’hc relationship between the indicators of search sim introducwl earlier and decodir)g time
may bc observed in the dat,a from many runs for the (48,24) quadratic residue code o]) a Spare
10 Modc?l 30 workstation. ‘1’}le average decoding time versus the avera!,e number of search
trcw edges is shown in Figure 4 along with a weighted linear fit 1 to the data. Although the
data displays a small amount of statistical variability, the time to decode displays a nearly
linear relationship to the indicator of search size.
‘~be

number of decoded words in each rur~ was included in the lil,e fitting prucess to accour, t for the variation in accuracy between
data from Inrgo and small run..
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SNR-(CIB)

Fig.

5.

~ IKXV(31,1O)

+–

QR-(4Y,24)

~ C;Olay-(24,12)

-+—

JKII-(63,-56)

~ Reccl-Muller-(32,16)

- - - - - - - QR-(48,24)--by[2]

‘l’he average number of edges in the search tree for seve, al codes as n fuuctior, of SNR

B. Sawch size versus SNJi
‘1’hc average size of the tree that A* searches is a function of t]Ic SNR for the received
Sc!quenc!cs. 11’oY each of the codes stuc]ied, the average number of search tree edges is shown
versus SNR in l~igure 5. Also shown for the QR(48,24) code is tlIc average of edges scamhed
by } ]all, et al, computed by applying (3) to the average of nodes and candidates reported in
[2].
Not surprisingly, for extremely high SNR, the A* algorith?n tlyl}ically finds only two
candidate words, along the way expands K nodes, ancl therefore has a search tree with
1; = 2K -I 2(fV -- K) H 2JV eclges. 11’or low SNR, the soft, symljo]s arc l)lt:(lc)~-rlillal)tly noise,
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but the A* alg{mithm still expands a mere fraction of Lht? nocl~?s in (})c tree, especially as it
bases c?arly decisions on the syml.m]s that contribute most, to tlm final c}~oice. Figure 5 shows
that the average numbm of edges is almost constant f( r SNI{ below – 4 dR. ‘1’hc algorithm
was also tcstc:d for (?ach code with no signal at all, i.e., an SNR of - w df; ; the comp][?xity
measures for this cas(? w(?m found to be consistent, wit] I the lit o i tinp, values in Figure 5.

IV. (hJh4pArLlsIoNs

WITH

OTmm MAxIh4[lh4 IJ1Kf4:1,1~i001J I)MX)I)ERS

Many other ]naxi~nmn likelihood soft-decisicn] dcwoding al.gorithtns usc a fixed number of
calc~llatic)rls t()(lcc()(le a~lyreceivecl sec~~lence i1~cle~]elld(:rlt of SNl<,. This sect, ion compares t,he
iixccl[lecoclil] gcoln~~lexity ofsolrle of these decc)dcrs\vith the avcr~~ge [lcco(lil~g cc)ln~>lexity
of the A* algorithm.
A. Ezhausiim search and full tree search
An cxhaust,ivc? search decoder calcu]atcs the path metric for each codeword individually,
and rcturl)s the codeword with the minimum metric. Rr an (N, A’) Mock code, an exhaustive
search dccodc~r Inust compute the path metrics for all ?K codcworcls. If cxh aust ive search is
cast in terms of a graph with OIIC edge for each bit in each codeword, the numlwr of wlgcs
K

for a~l exhaustive search is N2 , independent of the SNR.
A slightly more efficient technique to compute the } )ath metrics for all the codewords is
to usc the full code tree. Hem the path metric for a co(leword at a leaf is the sum along the
path to that leaf of the branch

n Ietrics associated wit}] each dge. II~H an

(N, K) code, the?

number c)f CXlgcs in the full tree is (N — K -1 2)2K –- 2. This tech] liquc checks all 21{ leaves,
but, has fewer edges than an exhaustive search.
1{. Vitmbi d e c o d i n g of block cdcs

‘1 ‘o apply soft-decision Vitcwbi decoding to a l)lock code the COCIC is rcprescmtcd m a trellis.
Hahl, t?t, al [9], Wolf [1 ()] and Massey []

I

] introduce a mi~limal trellis for decoding block codes.

McIllicce [6] shows a simple technique for constructing, the minimal trellis for a given co&,
15
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and also SIIOWS that it, is optlilnal for Vitcrbi decoding complexity. A Viterbi decoder for
a code on a trellis uses a constant number of calculatliorls and comparisons ind(?pendent of
signal-to-noise ratio. ‘1’he Vitlerbi decoding complexity ca~ 1 be mcasurd by th(? total I]umbt!r
of c:dfq?s in the trellis.
An (~, K) code has a minima] tre]]is that can IJC consl ructcxl frmn tile generator matrix.
1 )ifltire~)t permutations of a code may have diflerult minilnal trclliscx. 1’/)1’ IIlaIly Ilice Co(lcs,
such as cyclic codes, the minimal trellis has more edges tl]an the minilnal trellises for other
permutations of the code. ‘1’he permutation that gives th(’ most edges is the worst permutation of the code. q’he number of edges in the rninilnal trellis for the worst permutation is no
more than (IV — 2A4 -1 4)2M – 4 where A4 == miIl(K, iV - K -I 1). otlmr permutations can
give smaller minimal tfrcllism.
C . Contymisons

o.f lkmxling

(70n@wity

‘1 ‘he seard si m for the? A * algorithm depends on the I eceived sequ(v Ice, and the average
search size depends on S N R. ‘1’he averages and standard deviations of the number of edges
searched when no signal is present, can be used to compare the complexity of A* decoding
with that of maximum likelihood decoders that use a fixed number of calculations.
‘J’able 1 shows for each COCIC the number of eclgcs usecl for an exhaustive search, for the full
code tree, and for Viterbi decoding on minimal trellises 0 mwspondil lg 10 the worst and best
cod(? permutations (where known). All of these are n-ml greater t hall the average number
I

of edges in the A* search tree, shown iIl the table for tile two limiting cases when SNR is
+M d] 1. ‘1’he standard deviations of the numbers of edp,cs searched by A* at – 00 dI~ are
substantial, but still less than the averages in all codes tlt’sted. .
Consider for example the (24, 12) Go]ay cock. An exl(austive search cxp]ores 24 ~ 212 =
98304 edges. ‘J’hc full tree has 14.212 – 2 =- 57342 edges. ‘J’he nutnbcr of edges in the minimal
trellis for the worst permutation of the (24, 12) Go lay code is 4.212--4: 16380. ‘1’he numlmr
of edges ill the minima] trellis for the best, permutation is 3580 [6]. ]ly comparisml the A*
16
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1. Comparisons of decoding complexity for some rnaxir,, um likelihood decodir,g

techniques

algorithm scarchm au average of 469+ 327 (lu) edges ill the 1ow-SN1L liInit, and 48+ O (la)
dgcs in the high-SNR limit.
For a larger COCIC such as the (48,24) quadratic residue code, the edge counts for an
exhaustive search and the full code tree are astronomical. The Ininirna] trellis for a worst
permutation still hCaCC an impractical number, 4 . 2 24 --4 == 67108860, of edges. Recent
work [12] and [13] has produced this code’s best pernmtation which results in a minimal
trellis with 860156 edges. By comparison the A* algt)rithrn’s search tree has on average
34429 + 31940 (lo) ecl,gcs in the Iow-SNR. limit and 96 ZI O (la) E@,cs ill the high-SNR limit.
‘J’hc total number of edges explored by each of these maximum likelihood decoding algorithms ~?quak the number of binary additions that must be pc?rformcd in order to compute
the required path metrics. It is possible for special algc)~ithms to reduce the number of coml)utations slightly for solne special codes. For example, by using cnhanccmmlts 011 a certain
trellis for the Go]ay code, Forney [7, p. 1183] call perforll~ maximum likelihood clecoding with
a total of 1351 binary operations, of which 840 am bi~lary acldit,ions/subtractions and 511
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are bi]lary colnpari sons. The Immbcr of aclclitioIls/sllbtr:ictiol)s for this slmia] co~lstructi(m
is still greater than the? A* algorithm’s average plus one standard deviation in the low-SNIl
limit,
v.
‘1’he A* algorithm that we have

CO1)E F) IIRFYJRMAN( :F?
implmmtd

has ban very useful for simulating code

pt?rforlnancc. Irigurc 6 shows the probability of word m-or versus SN R for the (63,56)
I+Cl], (32,16) lkd-Mullcr, (31 ,10) }+Cl], (24,12) Golay, and (48,24) quadmtic residue cocks.
‘1’he error bars are one standard deviation of an average of m illdcpwldcnt( Bernoulli trials.
,Spccifical]y, the cstimatecl standarcl deviation is a = r–
N~:#, where p is the estimate of the
probability of word error at a given SNR, and n? is the numljer of words decoded at that

SNR.
V]. PIN} IANCEMI;NTS OF TIIR l) E(;OI)ING AI, GORI’I)}IM
‘J’his pa~xx has dcscribcd an ilnplementation of the A* decoding a]~orithm that scarchcs
a comparable average number of edges to the algorithm reported iIl [’2]. This is illustrated
in Fi.gurc 5. ‘J’here are many directions in which the algol ithm might he eld)allced. IIere we
briefly discuss some of them,
A. lnqwoved Stopping Rule Based on the Code (?eometv!j
If the angle lmtwccn the received word and a candidate codeword, as viewed from the
origin, is less than half the minimum angle betwecl] any two codewords, then that candidate
codeword must be the closest one to the received word. One of the suggestions in [2] is to
calculate the angle between the rcceivecl word and each [andiclate codeword as it is found.
If this an.glc .guarantcm that the candidate is the closest coclcword, thcvl declare that the
dc?codiTlg is complctc, and exit the algorithm.
‘1’hc bounded angle decoding condition is very easy to check when the A* decoder uses the
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Fig. 6. Probability of word error versus SNR for the (63,56) 1{(:11, (32,16)R< .>d.MulIer,
quadratic residue codes. ‘1’he error bars are 4 0, one standard deviation.
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(31 ,10) 1{(1}[,

(24,12) C;olay, and (4 S,24)

sign-magnitude path metric function a(r, c). q’lle recei vccl wmcl 7’ falls within the bounded
angle decoding region of the codeword c if and only if
a(r, c ) ,[,=1
< ~ $/r
I-- (A~–d )fir2
~ [---::]

$m

(4)

wher(? d,,,i,, is the minimum HamIning distance of the code. ‘J’hc? dc!codcr’s st,oppiIlg IWIC
GUI k modified to terminate whcnevm a candidate cot lcword eit,] Ier reaches t}lc top of t,he
19

ordmd list of nodes or has a sign-magnitude pat]] metric less tlhall tlhc ttlrmho]d A(T). ‘J’his
feature was not ilnplcmented fc)r tllc results presented i~l this pa~wr, l)ut, it is cxlmctcd to
reduce t}~e size of the tree searched.
B. Applying the Best Code Pe~mutation
IIach parity bit, is a linear function of a subset of the informatio]l bits. If a IIode iIl
the tree is deep enough to specify all the informatlio~l bils for a particular parity bit), th(?n
ally codeword p[msing through that node will have the same value for that parity bit. l’he
heuristic fmlction could usc this parity bit to iInprove the distance uldercstimatc for all
nodes at that depth, and thus reduce the size of the tree searchecl by t(lle algorithm.

An equivalent way to accoInplish the same result without recluiring the heuristic fuI)ctioll
to look ahead is to permute a parity column of tile generator matrix to immediately follow
the last information column on which it depends. A node at this level of the tree is not
cxpanclcd to two successors, but extends to one u~lique descendatlt, w]] ich may expand with
the nc~xt information bit. Some of these column permutations may 1 )C obtained for free,
simp] y by not moving any linearly dependent columns discovered w}l ile row reducing the
gwlcrator matrix after sorting its columns by symbol reliability.
‘1’he theory of minimal trellises and the implementation of A* dccodil 1~ are both collccrncd
with finding efficient coclc permutations. Rr miniInal trellises, this is a static problem with
a static solution: the structure of the code dictates which permutations arc good and which
am! not. For A* decoding the best permutation also cle~)ends 011 the value of the reccivcd
symbols. For the codes we have tested, sorting by rcliabil i ty appears to II ave more powerful
consequences on reducing t}~c average size of the search tree than o})tiIl Ian y ordering the
symbols a priori. CMhcr codes, such as block-truTlcated convolutional codes, possess Inuch
static structure that would be severely disturbed by any type of SOI ti rlg unrelated to their
natural trellis structure; for such codes the best A* pcrll Iutatioll is probab] y closer to the
best a priori permutation t}lan to the ordering according to symbol reliability.
20
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lb any given code and set of received syml mls, the algorithm C(OUIC1 try to determine an
optimum permutation of code symbo]s that prtduces the most eflicicllt decoding. Of course,
if t,ho decoder were to ckwotc considerable resources t,t J this task, it, In i p;ht negate any extra
efficiency obtained.
C’. [Jsing Orderly Node Ahlensions as Well a,~ E x p a n s i o n s

11]

the current version of the algorithIn, all cxpansi(ms of nodes are l)erformed one at, a

time. Onc node is expanded into two nodes, the heuristic functiml is evaluated at both
new nodes, and the ordered list of nodes is updated and consultec] before the next node is
expanded. 1 lowever, when a node at level K is reached, it is extended to level iV by adding
its final ~ — ~{ branch metrics all at once. An algorithm that performs its C!xtcnsions in an
orderly manner, one at a time, will have a search tree with the sail Ie I lumber of expanded
nodes and f~?wer edges (or at most the same number).
U;xtending nodes onc at a time require.s additional updating a~]d checking of the ordered
list of nodm, so the overall decoding algorit}m may not, be &c+ efliciwlt. ‘1’he choice of which
technique is better will depend on the particular coclc. l~or exaTnl)le, orderly extensions are
probably more efrectivc for low rate cocks than for high rate codes.

VII. CONCLtJsIONs
‘J’he application of the A* algorithm to maximum-likelihood soft,-decision decoding allows
for cflicient simulation of code performance. ‘l’he Ax algorithm i il Ids the codeword that
maximizes t}~c like] i hood of the received word given the codeword. ‘1’his is equivale~lt to
minimizing either the> }+luclidcan distance between the received word and a codeword or the
al t,crnative sign -magy] itude path ~netric. The use of a heuristic fullct iml constrains the search
to only a subtrcx! of the code’s fillite binary tree. ‘1’he )Ieuristic function underestimates the
true path metric function in order to assure that the sl~btree contai tls the optilnal path.
‘1’}]c size of the tree searchcxl by the A* algorithm, as described by the total number of
21

its edgm, is a gyxxl

indicator ofthc cxnnplcxity for decoding that IXXcived sequcncc. Since

the search size dcIpends on the received sequw ICE’, the aw:ra~c scar(h size as a function of
sigIlal-tlO-ll(]is(: ratio is used for comparison. ‘1’he search tI cc is sI[lallcs[ for high SNR

where

algorithm goc?s straight to the l~~axi~~l~lln-likelihoo(l (XMICWOM1, an(] larger at low

S N R

the

where

the scarchwl portion of the trcw is still much smallm than tllc full code tree. At IOW

SNR the average size of the A* seam}] tree is also smaller than thv bcs( pt)ssiblc fixed trellis
sim for Vitc?rbi dccodin,g.
lk)r many ccdcs, m,aximum likelihood decoder error rat(s can be cstil]lated by simulations
using the A* al~orithm, whcrem such tc?sts would he imI]ract,ical with ot}lcr methods. For
research applications, these simulations are useful for compariso~ls to theoretical bounds,
1

and for testing other predictors of code performance.
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A*

Decoding of Block Codes
L. Ekroot

S. I lolinar
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Ab$LracL— ‘1’hc A* algorithtn is applied to maximum-likelihood soft-decision decoding of binary linear block
codes. This paper gives a tutorial on the A* algorithm, compares the decc,ding complexity with that of
exlmustive search and Viterbi decoding algorithms, and presents performance curves obtained for several
codes.
Keyu]ords—

maximum likelihood decoding, soft-decision decoding, binary linear t,lock codes, algorithm A*.

1,

INTROI)UCTION

The A* algorithm is an artificial intelligence tree-search algorithm for finding the path in

a graph that optimizes a function defined over all paths. Nilsson [1] describes the algorithm
as a heuristic graph-search procedure, and shows that the al.gorith TII always terminates in
an optimal path. A* has been used to implement full ] naximum likelihood soft decoding of
linear block codes by Han, ct al, [2], [3], and [4]. Other tree-search algorithms, e.g., Stack,
~ano, and M-, do not result in maximum likelihood decoding.
This paper dcscribcs the fundamentals of the A* al~,orithm as it is applied to maximum
likelihood decoding of binary linear block COCICS. For this work, A* was used in decoding
simulations for several codes, This resulted in comparisons of the colnplexity of A* decoding
to that of other maximum likelihood decoding methods, and accurate word error rate curves.
IIinary symbols, bi E {O, 1 }, from an (n, k) linear code arc transmitted using binary
antipodal signaling, i.e., Ci = (— 1 )~i, over an additive white Gaussian noise channel. The
received symbols, Ti, arc continuous valued sojt symbols. The hard- limited symbol hi is the
transmitted signal value, +1, nearest to the receivecl symbol ~i.
The research reported in this paper wss carried out in the Communications Systems Research Section of the Jet Propulsion Labratory, California Institute of Techuo]ogy under a contract to the National Aerol, autics and Space Administration,
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To apply a heuristic graph search decoding a]gorith~n, the code is associated with a sysk

tematic generator matrix G and represented by a corresponding binary tree with 2 depth
N leaves representing codewords, Any node at level Z < k in the tree is fully defined by the
path PI = p1p 2 . . . p of information bits pi from the roc)t to that node.
l

II. AI.GORIT1lM DESCRJPTION
‘1’hc A* algorithm searches the code tree for the path that minimizes a path metric function.
On each iteration, it expands a node that is likely to yield the optimal path, and eliminates
any nodes that can only have suboptimal descendants, Nodes are selected for expansion and
eliminated from consideration using an underestimate of the path metric function, called a
heuristic function. The heuristic function at a node must lower bound the true path metric
function, for all paths that pass through that node.
A. Fundamentals of the Algorithm
The A* algorithm maintains a list of nodes ordered by their heuristic function values.
When the algorithm begins the search, the root of the tree is the only node on the list. At
each iteration, the node on the top of the list, which has the smallest value of the heuristic
function, is expanded into two ncw nodes. 13ach new node is placed l.)ack on the list provided
that its heuristic function value is not greater than the actual path metric for a completed
codeworcl. If the expanded node is at level k --1, the two level k chilchxm specify candidate
codewords, and the value of the heuristic function at each child node is the path metric for
the spccificd codeword. When a node that defines a codeword is placed back on the list, all
noclcs below it arc deleted. The algorithm terminates when a candidate codeword reaches
the top of the list. That codeword is the maximum likelihood codeword.
B. C%oice oj Path Metric and Heuristic Functions
For maximum likelihood soft-decision decoding of all (n, k) block cocle received over the
additive white Gaussian noise channel, the path metric function is the square of the 13uclidean
2

distance between the reccivcd word T and a codeword c, namely, S(T, c) = ~~= ~ (ra – Ci ) .
2

The minimum path metric over all codewords that begin with the path PI is lower bounded
by the minimum path metric over all length N binary sequences that begin with the path
pl. The latter is achieved by the sequence that begins with p’ and continues with binary
symbols consistent with the hard-limited received syml JOIS. Thus, a valid heuristic function
for this problcm is the path metric from the reccivecl sequence to either the codeword defined
by the path p ~ , “fI the node is at level 1 = k, or the sequence that begins with the path Pz
and is complctcd by symbols consistent with the hard-1 imited symbols, if 1< k.
In our implementation we have substituted for the Euclidean distallcc the equivalent signmagnitudc path metric function

a(?’, c) ==

A lr~l = ;-[s(r, c) – s(T’, h)],

i=]

sgnri #

Ci

where lL is the vector of hard-limited symbols corres})onding to r. 13ccause each term of
a(r, c) is either zero or Iri[ based on a comparison, it is simpler to calculate than S(T, c),
which for each i requires a diflcrcnce and a square. For the A* application, a(r, c) has the
additional advantage of allowing the heuristic function to be indcpcl Idcnt of future symbols
dccpcr in the tree: at any node in the tree, zero additi[mal metric is contributed if the path
is complctcd by symbols consistent with the hard-limited symbols.
]Ian, et al, [2] usc the path metric S(T, c) and a slightly tighte~ heuristic function that
minimizes S(T, c) over just those length n sequences that have lcgitilnatc weights in the code
rather than over all length n sequences as we have done in this work. However, we observed
in our tests (e.g., see Figure 2 below) that the simpler heuristic function could bc substituted
with only a minor effect on average decoding complexity.
C. Received Symbol Sorting

I Ian, CL al, [2] noted that, if the bit positions corresl)onding to tllc more reliable received
symbols arc expanded first, then the search will be directed more quickly to close candidate
coclcwords. The greater the magnitude of the received symbol the more reliable that symbol
is. Our implementation of the A* algorithm also sorts the rcccivcd symbols by reliability,
3

because decoding without sorting was found to be much lnorc time consuming. The algorithm
reorclcrs the columns of the generator matrix to match the symbol sorting, and then tries to

row rcclucc the generator matrix so that it is systematic. If it encounters a column, among
the first k columns, that is linearly dependent on previous columns, it moves the offending
column and corresponding rcccivcd symbol to the end before proceeding

Example: Consider the (6,3) shortened Hamming code ancl the received sequence r =
(.05, -1.3, 1.1, .8, -.25, .6). Reordering the received vector by reliability gives T’ = (-1.3,
1.1, .8, .6, – .25, .05). The original and reordered generator matrices in systematic form
1 0 0 1 1 1
1 0 0 1 1 0
and G’ = 0 1 0 1 1 0 . Figure la shows the tree
0 1 0 1 0 1
arc G =
( O O 1 O 1 1 )
( 0 0 1 0 1 1 )
explored by the A* algorithm when the sorted code is used. Each llodc is labeled with the
value at that node of the heuristic function using the sigl l-magnitude path metric. There are 3
expanclcd nodes, 2 candidate codewords, and only 12 edges are explored before the algorithm
terminates. The nodes with paths O, 11 and 101 are dro~)pcd from the list when the candidate
word, with path metric .65, is put on the list. ‘I’he seal ch promptly terminates because the
top noclc on the list defines a candidate codeword, narncly b’ = 100111. Unshuffling b’ gives
the maximum likelihood decoded codeword in the orig,inal symbcd order, b = 110011. For
comparison Figure lb shows the larger tree explored by the algorithm when the symbols are
not sorted.

III. A* AI,GOM~]IM CohTPI,RxmY
The intricacy of the A* algorithm makes it difficult to count the exact number of calculations necessary to dccodc a received sequence. We found that the time to decode is to
first order proportional to the number of edges in the search tree, and therefore we have
used the number of search tree edges E as a rough mmsure of the algorithm’s complexity.
13ecausc the search size for the A* algorithm varies froln one received sequence to the next,
both averages and standard deviations of E arc used for comparison with that of maximum
likelihood dccodcrs that usc a fixed number of calculations.
4
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Fig. 1. (a) ‘l%e tree explored by the A* algorithm when tbe bit positions are sorted to take advaritage
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A. A * Search Size Versus Signal-to-Noise Ratio

The average size of the tree that A* searches is a function of the si.gnal-tc-noise ratio &~/NO
for the rcccivcd sequences. For each of the codes studied, the average number of search tree
edges per code symbol, E/n, is shown versus $b/NO in Figure 2.
For ext,rcmely high ~b/NO, the A* algorithm typically fincls only two candidate words,
along the way expands k nodes, and therefore has a search tree with E == 2k + 2(n – k) = 2n
edges which is seen in Fig. 2. For very low ~~/A~o, the A* algorithm still expands only a small
fraction of the nodes in the full tree, because it bases its early decisions on those symbols that
contribute most to the final choice. 13vcn though all the symbols are predominantly noise in
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for t},c QR(48,24) code is the average of edges pm code symbol searct,ed by Han, et al, computed ftc,rn 2X +. (n – k-)C where X is the
average number of nodes expanded, and C is the average number of candidate codewords reported i), [2],

this case, the algorithm is relatively efhcient ill focusil Ig its attention on the symbols that
predominate the maximum likelihood decision. As ~~/IV(, goes to –- oo dB, the average number
of edges seems to approach a constant value for each code, which (somewhat surprisingly)
can be slightly lower than the worst-case average c)ccm ring at a nonzero &b/NO.
B. comparisons with other Maximum Likelihood Decoding Methods
Many other maximum likelihood soft-decision decoding algorithms explore a fixed number

of edges E in a search tree or trellis .1 For an exhaustive search decc)der E = n2k; for a
slightly more cfflcicnt full tree search, E = (7I -- k i- 2)2~ – 2.
It has been noted [5] that eficient soft-decision decoding of block codes may be accomplished by applying the Viterbi algorithm to a minimal trellis rcprcscntation of the code. The
1

For each of these algorithms, the decoding complexity is dominated by the nu!nber of edges examined, even though other operations
are il)volved, For
these other operations include sorting the symbols and row reducing the generator rr, atrix, and determining where
to insert newly expanded nodes on the list. When the sign-magnitude path metric is used, half of the rlode insertions are trivial, because
the metric of one of the two expanded nodes is the same as that of its parent no(le,

A*

6

.

Vitcrbi dczoding complexity can be measured by the total nurnbcr of edges in the trellis [6].
However, different permutations of a code may have diflerent minimal trellises with different
numbers of cclgcs. ‘1’hc worst permutation of the code has no more I,llan (n – 2rn + 4)2’n – 4
edges, where 771 = min(k, n — k + 1). Determining the l)est permutation is an area of active
research (e.g., [7], [8]).
Table 1 shows for each code studied the number of edges used for an exhaustive search,
and for Vitcrbi decoding on minimal trellises corres~)onding to tllc worst and best code
permutations. All of these are much greater than the average number of edges in the A*
search tree, shown in the table for the two limiting cases when t~/No is +cm dB. The standard
deviations of the numbers of edges searched by A* at - -cm dB arc very large, but they still
inc]icatc (e. g., with the aid of Chebyshcv’s inequality) that A* almost always searches many
fewer edges than the other methc)ds,2 except possibly for the BCH (31 ,10) code, the lowest
rate code in the table.
Iv. COI)13

PERFORMANCE

For many codes, maximum likelihood decoder errol rates can be estimated by simulations using the A* algorithm, whereas such tests would be impractical with other methods.
Figure 3 shows simulated word error rate versus &~/N., found using A* for the same codes
shown in Figure 2.
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Note: An extended version of this paper originally appeared in [10].
2For hardware illlPlerllcIltatiolls, the maximuul

number of edges searched by

A* should also be considered. However, the worst-case

maximum is of dubious significance, because it is always possible (though extremely unlikely) to contl ive a set of Gauw. ian noise samples
that force A* to explore every edge in the full code tree, Practical implementations can be desigr)ed to achieve near-maximum-likelihood
pcrforluauce based on studyil]g the full histogram of the number of edges explored, or, more crudely, the n,ean and variance as we have
reported hare.
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Number of edges for various
maximum likelihood decoders
A* algorithm search tree at
+oo dB (average + standard dcv.)
——
A* algorithm search tree at
– cm d~ (average + standard dev.)
Minimal trellis for the best
COCIC permutation (fixed)
Minimal trellis for the worst
code pm-mutation (fixed)
11111 code tree (fixed)
Exhaustive search (fixed)

—.. .—-

-

Reed- ’
BCI1
Golay
Mullcr
(31, ——
10) (24, ii?) _-(32,
—.— —16)—..—..
— —-—.——
—-

Quadratic
residue

13CH

(48, 24)

(63, 56)

48+0 —-—
64+0
—.—
–
469
2303
*327
+1912
+1660 _——
_
—-—.——

96+0
34,429
+31,940

<7068
>3484. —-—.
3580 — _——
6396
— —..

860,156

126 k O
245
+151
<5068
>4892

16,380

67,108,860

13,052

62 + o
2903

15,356
———
23,550
31,744
——-

262,140
_——
— _..

7
57,342— —1)179,646
——. — 436,207,614 6.49 X 10’
98.30~ —.———
2,097,152 805,306,368 4.54X101*

Table 1. Compariaolm
of decoding complexity for Borne maximunt l i k e l i h o o d d e c o d i n g techr, iques. The edge counts
pcrluuttitions arc from a table in [9], or from applying bounds and techniques reported there.
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2. C02 R e m o v a l T e c h n o l o g y T r a d e
Six d i f f e r e n t t e c h n o l o g i e s w e r e i n c l u d e d , a s shc)wn in Figure V - 7

for wet weight and Figure V-8 for electrical power demand. These
figures illustrate the impact of technology substitution on the
various subsystems and the entire system: while a technology
candidate can show significant weight or power advantages over
other candidates at that functional level (e.g., COZ removal) ,
the advantage may not be maintained through the subsystem (e.g.,
air revitalization) and through the entire life support system.
T h e w e t w e i g h t s o f v a r i o u s s y s t e m s c o n s i d e r e d fc)r c o m p a r i s o n o f
(for
C 02 r e m o v a l t e c h n o l o g i e s c o u l d d i f f e r b y a s m u c h a s 3 4 0 k g

the 90-day mission) primarily due to differences in the demand
for stored supplies and in the weight of process equipment.
Differences in process equipment weights for the various COZ
removal technologies are on the order of 1OO-3OC) kg. In addition
to their impact on the AR subsystem, even the WM subsystem
weights are seen to be affected somewhat by the choice of C02
removal technology. Such interactions between different
subsystems cannot be recognized quantitatively by comparing the
weight, power demand, etc. of individual technologies by
themselves. For example, the solid amine water resorption (SAWD)
process puts steam into the cabin air, which is condensed and the
condensate becomes an additional load on the hygiene water
processing unit, thereby increasing its weight and power demand.
Because of the increased throughput, any nonregenerable chemicals
used by hygiene water processing also increases and can be
accounted for in the increased storage subsystem weight. The LiOH
C02 removal technology is for nonregenerative capture of C02. The
weight of the LiOH sorption equipment itself is small compared to
the other regenerative C02 removal. process units. However, since
the process is nonregenerable, there is a high demand for LiOH
canisters (as seen in the storage subsystem weight), which is
directly proportional to crew size and mission duration.
Subsystem power demands also show significant differences. The
power demand for the various C02 removal technologies is less by
hundreds of watts compared to the baseline four-bed molecular
sieve (4BMS) with the exception of the air polarized concentrator
(APC) . Even though the electrochemical depolarized concentrator
(EDC) shows a marked decrease in power demand for the C02 removal
SFE, the power advantage does not carry through exactly into the
AR subsystem. EDC adversely affects the AR subsystem by requiring
additional H2 generation and thus increasing the size,
throughput, and power demand on the water electrolysis unit. LiOH
requires the minimum power for the SFE, AR subsystem, and the
overall system since the LiOH technology has low power and the
COZ reduction process is eliminated.
V-8
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COZ R e m o v a l T r a d e P o w e r C o m p a r i s o n s
v-9

SFE

3. C02 R e d u c t i o n T e c h n o l o g y T r a d e

The baseline uses Bosch technology to recover Oz as water
condensate and is compared for subsystem weights and power
demands to the Sabatier advanced carbon remc)val system (ACRS),
and the COZ electrolysis/Boudouard (C02F:L/BD or C02EL) ’process in
Figures V-9 and V-10, respectively. The technology choice here
has no intersubsystem impact except for the storage subsystem.
The simplest of the four processes in terms of weight and power
is the Sabatier process, which catalytically converts all of the
C02 in its feed to CHd by reacting with Hp. However, the Hz
requirement places an additional burden on the Op generation SFE
of the AR subsystem, thereby losing its advantage over other
technologies. Since the CHq produced by Sabatier technology is
vented as trash, the associated H2 loss must be supplied by
additional storage of hydrogen or preferably water, which is
reflected in the higher storage subsystem weight.. For the
baseline system, using Bosch, there is a net rec~uirement of 0.8
kg per day of makeup water for a crew of 4; with the Sabatier
process, this makeup water increases to 3.7 kg per day. However,
the Bosch process also requires chemical supplies i.n the form of
canisters to collect the carbon formed in the process. These
canisters account for 0.5 kg per day. Hence, the net consumables
difference per day between the Sabatier and the Elosch processes
is 2.4 kg, which amounts to over 200 kg for a 90-day mission.
Another way of configuring the system with the Sabatier process
would be to convert only part of the COZ produced. This scheme
would take only available H created frc)m the 02 generation SFE
due to metabolic 02 requirements. This would reduce the size of
the 02 generation unit significantly as the stoichiometric ratio
of H2/C02 requirement for Bosch is 2 and for Sabati.er is 4 for
complete C02 reduction. The impact would signi.fi.cantly affect the
power requirements for the C02 reduction and HZO electrolysis
processes.
2

The ACRS and C02EL processes show results comparable to the
baseline Bosch process in terms of weight; ACRS shows slightly
higher power than Bosch for both the SFI: and AR subsystem, while
C02EL shows a higher SFE power but a slightly lower AR subsystem
power.
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COZ Reduction Trade Power Comparisons
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4. 02 Generation Technology Trade

The Oz generation subsystem functional element uses the static
feed water electrolysis (SFWE) process as its baseline. SFWE is
compared to the subsystem weight and power parameters for water
vapor electrolysis (WVE) and solid polymer electrolyte liquid
feed (SPE) in Figures V-II and V-12.
SFWE and SPE compare closely both in weight and power demand,
with SFWE having only a slight advantage due to the lower weight
and power demands at the SFE level. However, the WVE affects both
the WM and storage subsystems because the WVE process draws water
out of the cabin air and then electrolytes the HZO to HL and 02.
This avoids the condensation of atmospheric moisture and the
subsequent cleaning of condensate water to standards of purity
required for electrolysis. The net effect i.s to reduce the
magnitude of condensate processing imposed on the WM subsystem
and thereby reducing the WM subsystem weight., power, and chemical
supplies by that required for conciensate treatment. This then
results in the lowest overall system weight as shown in Figures
V-1 (90 days) and V-2 (600 days).
The comparison of power demand numbers shows that WVE results in
significantly lower overall system power by over 200 watts. The
primary reduction is seen at the OL generation SI’E level. A
slight reduction is also realized in the WM subsystem.
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Oz Generation Trade Power Comparisons
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5. Potable

HZO Processing Technology Trade

The subsystem functional element for potable water recovery uses
multifiltration for potable water(MFPW or ME’) as its baseline
which is compared to the subsystem weights and power of reverse
osmosis for potable water (ROPW or RO) and electrochemical
deionization (ELDI) in Figures V-13 and V-14.
RO and ELDI recover less water (-90%) compared to the baseline
value of 99.99%, thereby showing a higher storage subsystem ~~
weight to carry the extra makeup water not recovered; this
represents about a 2 kg per day difference in water. However, the
higher water recovery rate for MF is tempered by a higher demand
for consumable chemicals (MF unibeds) compared to the RO. The
weights computed for the potable water recovery SFE and for the
WM and AR subsystem are similar for all the three processes; the
storage subsystem is lowest for the MF as it recc)vers the most
water.
Power demand for the MF and RO is essentially equal, while ELDI
shows a significantly higher rate. Other SFES and subsystems are
not affected by the change in the technc)logy candidate for
potable HZO processing. On the other hand, if it would be
possible to route the RO brine from potable water processing to
urine processing, then the overall water recovery could be
increased at the expense of higher SFE weight and power demand of
urine processing. It would also be possjble to compute the
mission duration for a break-even point where the reduced water
supply requirement matches the increasec~ weight and power demand
(equating incremental power to weight) for urine processing.
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Potable Water Processing Trade Weight Comparisons
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6. H y g i e n e H20

Processing Technology Trade

The reverse osmosis for hygiene water (ROHW or RO) baseline
process has a lower water recovery rate (93.5%) compared to the
99.99% recovery for multifiltration for hygiene water (MFHW or
MF) . By switching to MF, the system completely regenerates all
the hygiene water requirement: in fact, an excess of HZO is
generated, which must be stored as trash or dumped overboard. For
the baseline ROHW process, the makeup rate for four persons is
0.8 kg per day and for the MFHW process, there is no demand for
makeup. However, in treating all of the wash waters, the MF
process consumes an additional 1.1 kg per day of ion exchange and
adsorption beds (unibeds), thereby causing a net increase in
consumable supplies of 0.3 kg per day compared to the RO process.
The overall impact on the storage subsystem i.s small (less than
50 kg). The primary weight difference between the two cases is
mostly attributed to the weights c)f the RO and MF processes with
the ROHW weighing about 100 kg more than the MFHW.
The power demands for RO and MF are compared in Figure V-16. The
MF shows a power decrease relative to the RO prc)cess of over 300
watts at the SFE level. This difference accounts for the entire
difference at the system level; i.e., the choice between RO and
MF limits their comparison at the SFE level since neither of them
have any impact on other SFES or subsystems with respect to power
demand.
An option for RO would be to route the RO brine to urine
processing thereby increasing the overall H20 recovery depending
on the recovery rate of the urine processing technology selected.
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7. Urine Processing Technology Trade
Thermoelectric integrated membrane evaporation system (TIMES)
technology, as the baseline for urine processing, was compared in
terms of the impact of substitution with vapor compression
distillation (VCD), vapor phase catalytic ammonia removal
(VPCAR), and air evaporator (AIRE) processes in Figures V-17 and
V-18.
Water recovery rates for the TIMES baseline, VCD, VPCAR, and AIRE
range from 90% for VCD and VPCAR to 99.9% for the AIRE process~
respectively, resulting in small differences in storage subsystem
weights relating to makeup water requirement. Makeup water for
the TIMES baseline is 0.8 kg per day fc)r a crew of 4; for VCD,
VPCAR, and AIRE, the makeup rates are 1 .5, 1.4, and 0.7 kg per
day, respectively. While the AIRE has the highest water recovery,
there is a significant weight associated with the use of wicks as
a nonregenerable chemical supply that amounts tcj 0.6 kg per day.
The overall weight effect is that the 7’IMES and AIRE cases are
similar and the VCD and VPCAR are slig}ltly higher due to lower
water recoveries.
Power demand shows the AIRE and the VPCAR processes requiring
about 100 watts more than the TIMES and the VCD for the urine
processing SFE. VPCAR also requires sl).ghtly more power from the
AR subsystem, as it requires additional oxygen generation for NH 3
oxidation.
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8.

Solid

Waste Treatment Technology Trade

The baseline system does not use solids waste treatment. In
Figures V-19 and V-20, it is compared to subsystem weight and
power demand for freeze drying (FD), thermal drying (TD),
combustion (COMB), wet oxidation (WOX), and super critical water
oxidation (SCWO) .
System weight increases over the baseline are 260, 60, 90, 170,
and 280 kg for FD, TD, COMB, WOX, and SCWO, respectively. For the
FD and TD processes, the weight increases are mostly attributed
to the weight of the drying equipment, as shown in Figure V-19.
The drying processes produce water condensate that must be
treated in the WM subsystem. In the case of the oxidation
processes, additional condensate is produced by the oxidation of
organic solids. The COZ and trace pol.1.utant gases released by
oxidation are considered to be a concentrated polluted gas stream
that must be treated by trace contaminax~t control in the AR
subsystem for pollutant oxidation, carbon rejection, and oxygen
recovery. Hence, the oxidation processes affect both the WM and
AR subsystems, while the drying processes impact the WM subsystem
only.
For the SCWO process, it has been reasollably assumed that the
condensate produced from the process call be routed directly to
the potable water bus where it could be mixed with other water
produced from the WM subsystem such that an acceptable average
water quality for potable water is achieved.
Storage subsystem weights are slightly Iligher (about 40 kg) than
the baseline for the drying processes. ~’he weight savings in
makeup water is offset by the additional chemical supplies
required for the SWT and WM subsystems. For the oxidation
processes, the storage subsystem weights are higher by 110 kg for
COMB and WOX and by only 50 kg for the SCWO process. Similar to
the drying processes, the savings in makeup water weight is
offset by the additional chemical suppljes for SWT and WM
subsystems; for SCWO, no additional chemical supplies for WM is
required as its condensate is sent directly to the potable water
bus without having it processed in the WM subsystem. However,
since the oxidation process requires adc~itional gas processing,
storage weights of several waste gases (such as 021 C02~ H2~ and
Concentrated Polluted Gas Mix) are slightly increased.
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Solid Waste Treatment Trade Power Comparisons
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Increases in power demand over the baseline are 1580, 700, 950,
910, and 920 watts for FD, TD, COMB, WOX, and SCWO, respectively.
The additional power demands attributed to the SWT subsystem
alone are 1490, 600, 330, 290, and 370 watts, respectively. For
the drying processes, the power increases are predominantly due
to the drying processes themselves with a sl.i.ght contribution
from the WM subsystem for processing of additional water
condensate. For the oxidation processes, more than half of the
power increase can be attributed to the additional gas processing “ ~
required of the AR subsystem; the power demand for oxidation ‘
contributes slightly less than half of the additional power
required. For COMB and WOX, there is a slight aciditional power
demand on the WM subsystem similar to the dryin$l processes; for
SCWO, there i.s no additional load placed on the WM subsystem as
its product condensate goes directly to the potable water bus.
Surplus Water and Food-Water:
Feed to the SWT subsystem includes feces from the human habitat
and brines from the WM subsystem. All. SWT cases provide for
additional water recovery leading to a surplus of water developed
which must be trashed. For the drying processes (FD and TD), the
surplus amounts to 5.7 kg per day for a crew size of 4. Table V-2
illustrates a metabolic balance for a crew size of 4. Note that
the ratio of food-water content to dry-food constituents is 1.83.
With this quantity of water contained in the stored food, there
is an excess of water produced”as a result of using solids waste
processing. If i-t i.s assumed that storeci food can be reduced
significantly to levels such as freeze-ciried food, then the
weight of stored food and the amount of excess water produced
will decrease accordingly.
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Table V-2.
Metabolic Balance for Crew of 4:
(1.83 food-water-to-dry-food ratio)

INPUTS:

CARBON HY[)ROGEN
(@L__
___K9_
—- —-—
o.30&o
0.0324

1. DRY FOOD
Protein, C4H50N
Carbohydrate, C6Hl 206
Fat,C16H3202
Minerals, Ash
2,LIQUIDS(WATER)
Drink
Food Preparation
Food Water Content (1 .8Ydry food)
3. GASES
—
Oxwen

O.loot
0.5956
0.3432 —-”-T:oti6
. ———
0.7208
0.3536
0.5148

“–

=$=t=&4 ~
—–-l ----- ---~

‘- ”F
‘— — -”—1. =

—

5.7192
2.8064
4.0852
3.3436

INPUTSUMS

——

I

I

l~_ 0 . 6 7 7 6

—--i0.0852 —-—0.0748
O.o?!!? _.. ._Q,0096
0.0396
0.0052

produced

20.0616

1.7480
0.1588
= = + -—
( H D f i - 1 — - - -” T 6 4 1 8
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0.0308
0.0072

——.
5.3764
——
0.3?24 ------8.17J6

—. —. .— . —
1---

Total water out:
Net water metabolized:

0.0380

“–””~

.= 0.0640 ——————
0.0160
_ __ 0.0708 —--————
0.0096
0.0296
0.0056
3
~

2.88J6

_cXCOSS WatOr

3.3438

16.9080 __ O.0896

7’-9’’’%7’2
OUTPUTS:
1.SOLIDWASTES
Unne,C2H602N2
Feces,C42H69013N5
Sweat,C13H28013N2
2.LIQUIDS(WATER)
Urine

6.4400
3.1600
4.6000

—

I

0.2708
0.1264
0.0800

,

6.0540
0.3632
9.2012
3.9660

I

I :=I=E

8.5256
4.08>2
12.6108
13.8704
1.2596

9.6000
4.6000
14.2000
15.6184
1.4184

—.
._ .—
_
‘“—.-

1

5.094d ______

1

5.7358

Lowering the Food Water Content:
T a b l e v - 3 s h o w s t h e s a m e m e t a b o l i c bal~ince using a ratio of 0.01
food-water-to-dry-food (0.01 is used here
for illustration

purposes and is not meant as a suggested food composition). In
both tables, the crew is ingesting the same water and’food and
producing the same outputs. Decreasing the food water content
requires an increase in the recycled pc>table water from 9.6 to
14.2 kg per day while decreasing the excess water produced from
5.7 kg to 0.5 kg per day if thermal drying is used for solid
waste treatment. Note that 1.4 kg of water are created
metabolically regardless of the food water content.
For the oxidation processes, the surplus is 6.2 kg per person day
for the higher food water content. Creating this surplus comes at
the expense of weight and power. The oxidation processes
effectively create more water by oxidizing the solids waste to
C 0 and HZO.
2
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Table V-3.
Metabolic Balance for Crew of 4:
(0.01 food-water-to-dry-food ratio)

~tNPUTS:

-JcARmN]HYDRmGm
——..

OXYGEN_

–4M. ____ I&)____ —K9____

l.DRYFOOD_
0.3080
P r o t e i n ,
C 4 H 5 0 N
0.0324 _o.lo28
Carbohydrate, C6H1206
0.5956 ‘ — - “ - T.1-OTO
0.7936
—
Fat,C16H3202
- 0.3432 ~~; ‘0-0-576 o.05~2
0,4580
—
Minerals, Ash
0.0380
0.0380
—..—— .._
.2. L I Q U I D S
( W A T E R ) ___
‘_ ________
Djnk
5.7192
-- —-—07208
J-—_
Food Preparation
&86~
6.8692
Food Water Content (0.01 dry food)
0.0028
0.0224
-.—
3. GASES
Oggen
3.3436
—
—.
INPUT SUMS
12468—— ———— J——_
17792
16.9080
—..~
.——.. ——-——.—_
—— —_——_
-------~
OUTPUTS:
—

:..025E33%l

●

‘“’’””’Z--+7
----””-++

‘:~”s:ii
--4- 0“02’6t---Aoox

E

Sweat Cl13H28013N2
2. LIQUIDS~ . (WATER)
.......
Urine
Feces
\ ----Sweat & Perspiration
3. GASES
Carbon dioxide

-

0.0852
0.0292
0.0396
— .-. —
5.3764
-“;4’’”%%
“.”-””
0.3224
————. ——-_——_
——
10296 8 . 1 7 1 6
—-—— ——-— A——_
———.—-—_
1.0824
2.8836

.4

1.5864
00028
——- L-—_
1.5892

16.9080

12.5884
0.0224
12.6108
13.8704
...
1.2596
i --+--=”
——. —
Excess
water
produced
(HD):—I–
~—--Omii@
t
—-— L——_ 0 . 4 0 3 9
:able water with stored food:
water in:
water out:
Net water metabolized:

==E=t=!
-----–-l-~
‘

“2468--=:7:
==
--L---L---m!
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9. Equivalent System Penalty Weight Comparisons
By assigning a weight value to the incremental power required for
different life support technologies, an equivalent system weight
can be calculated and compared to the baseline technology used.
For this report, a regenerative fuel cell technology [reference
V-1] has been assumed using a value of 3 watts/kg for the
incremental power. The life support system weight is added to the
equivalent power weight to represent a total equivalent life
support weight. In this manner, penalties relative to the
baseline system weights are compared for air revitalization,
water management, and solid waste treatment technologies.
Penalties therefore represent additional mass that must be lifted
to the lunar surface relative to baseline technologies used in
Case 1.
Air Revitalization Technologies:
Figure V-21 shows all of the AR technologies for the 4person/600-day mission. For the COZ removal processes, the
largest penalty relative to the baseline 4BMS is associated with
LiOH. The 2BMS shows an advantage (negative penalty value) of 280
kg; most of these advantages are attributed to power.
For the COZ reduction processes, SAB shows a significant weight
penalty relative to the Bosch baseline, while ACRS and C02EL show
total. equivalent advantages of 80 and 500 kg respectively.
For the Oz generation technologies, the WVE shows a significant
total equivalent advantage of 600 kg relative to the SFWE
baseline. This advantage is mostly attributable to lower storage
supplies for water processing of condensate; the WVE process
effectively removes moisture from the air, thereby reducing the
amount of condensate to be treated in potable water processing.
SPE is essentially identical to SIWE.
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SYSTEM WEIGHT PENALTY COMPAFUSONS
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Air Revitalization Technologies
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Water Management Technologies:
Figure V-22 shows the total equivalent system penalties for all
of the WM technologies. For the potable water processes, the
weight disadvantages are due to lower water recoveries; since
brines are not processed i.n this configuration, unrecovered water
must be made up from storage.
For the hygiene water processes, there is a penalty of using MF
relative to RO for using additiontil unibed material (which shows
up as a consumable item in the stc)rage subsystem) . However, there
i.s a power advantage of the MF system that roughly decreases the
disadvantage of storage supplies by one-third.

D

For the urine processing technologies, equivalent power weights
are similar to the baseline at the system level. Differences in
system level penalties for VCD anti VPCAR are attributed to water
recoveries. For the AIRE process, even though the water recovery
is nearly 100%, there is a penalty associated wj.th expendable
wicks amounting to over 200 kg.
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Equivalent System Weight Comparisons:
Water Management Teclmologies
.-,.V-AY

Solid Waste Treatment Technologies:
Figure V-23 shows the total equivalent system penalties for all
of the SWT technologies. The drying processes (FD and HD) and the
oxidation processes (COMB, WOX, SCWO) are compared to the
baseline, which has no solid waste treatment.
SWT technologies show total equivalent penalties ranging from 350
kg to over 1050 kg. As discussed above, by intrc)ducing SWT
processing, a surplus of clean water is producec~; this surplus
could be reduced by decreasing the amount of water in stored
food. Power equivalent for the oxidation processes are similar
(300 kg); however, due to the reported ability c)f SCWO to create
near-potable quality water, system weight of the SCWO is lowest.
The weight advantage for SCWO is dependent upon the mission
duration and the assumption that SCWO condensate does not require
further treatment. At 90 days, the weight of the SCWO hardware
dominates any weight advantage gained by producing clean
condensate as shown i.n Figure V-24. At 90 days, the overall SCWO
system weight penalty (excluding the equivalent power penalty) is
480 kg; when the mission length is increased to 600 days, the use
of SCWO results in the penalty decreasing to 50 kg over the
baseline as shown in Figure V-23. By increasing the mission
duration to 700 days, the system weight penalty for SCWO goes to
zero and becomes an advantage. However, the power penalty would
still result in the SCWO having a total equivalent weight penalty
of about 300 kg. In order for SCWO to have a weight advantage,
mission lengths of about 1200 days for a crew size of four would
be required. However, if it is assumed that the SCWO condensate
requires additional cleanup before being accepted as either
potable or hygiene water, then it is unlikely that any system
weight advantages will be realizeci.
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Equivalent System Weight Comparisons :
Solid Waste Treatment Technologies (90 days)
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VI . CONCLUS IONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Conclusions
As all of the regenerative technologies used in this Study are
still under development, conclusions cc)ncerning the best
technologies must be revisited followixlg significant progress in
technology development. Hence, identifying a less-developed
technology as having an advantage over a more-developed
technology must be seen only as identifying a potential advantage
that could be realized only by further investment in technology
development. Some of the technologies are currently included in
the design of the Space Station and therefore represent
considerable technological maturity. Sc>me technologies are
conceptual in nature with varying degrees of uncertainty
associated with the data collected on these technologies; the
degree of data uncertainty is qualitatively represented by the
validity level ranking.
A baseline set of technologies has been used against which
comparisons have been made with a crew size of four. The baseline
technologies are:
Air Revitalization Subsystem:
COZ Removal:
COZ Reduction:
02 Generation:
Water Management Subsystem:
Potable Water Processing:
Hygiene Water Processing:
Urine Processing:

Four Bed Molecular Sieve
Bosch
Static Feed Water Electrolysis

Multifiltration
Reverse Osmosis
Thermoelectric Integrated
Membrane Evaporation System
Solid Waste Treatment Subsystem:
Drying:
None
Oxidation:
None .

For the 21 regenerative cases run (Case 6, using lithium
hydroxide is considered nonregenerative), overall regenerative
system weights vary from a -5 to a +9 weight% relative to the
baseline weight of 4060 kg for 90 days; for 600 days, the
variation from the baseline weight of 13,920 kg varied from a -4
to a +10 weight%. For the nonregenerative case where lithium
hydroxide was used for C02 removal, the system weight penalty was
7 weight% for 90 days and 32 weight% for 600 days.
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Overall system power varied from a -8% to a +29% relative to the
baseline power of 5470 watts (excluding the nonregenerative LiOH
case) . When comparing only air revitalization and water
management technologies, the variation narrows to -8 to +6%.
Regenerative technologies showing significant weight advantages
include COZ electrolysis/Boudouard and water vapor electrolysis.
Regenerative technologies showing significant power advantages
include two bed molecular sieve, electrochemical depolarized
concentrator, solid amine water resorption, COL electrolysis/
Boudouard, and multifiltration hygiene water.
When power is equated to equivalent weight (3 watts/kg for a

regenerative fuel cell system) and added to the system weight,
the two bed molecular sieve, Coz electrolysis/Boudouard, and
water vapor electrolysis have advantages over the baseline for
long durations.
For mission durations below 700 days, t}lere are no overall weight
advantages realized by solid waste treatment processing. The
decision to include solid waste treatmexlt must therefore be based
on considerations other than system weight reduction. For mission
durations beyond 700 days, supercritical water oxidation
technology is attractive relative to the baseline as it may
produce a high quality water condensate. However, the high power
and safety issues arising from the high pressure operation of the
supercritical water oxidation must be balanced against its weight
advantages. Total equivalent weight advantages of supercritical
water oxidation relative to the baseline would require extremely
long durations of over 1200 days.
Table VI-1 summarizes advantages, disadvantages, and validity
levels of the technology choices for the COZ remc)val., COZ
reduction, and Oz generation functions.
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Table VI-1.

Comparisons of Air Revitalization
Subsystem Technologies
——— .

—- ——
SFE

TECHNOLOGY

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGE

VALIDITY
LEVEL

C02Removal

FourBadMolecular
Sieve

Maturity; Space
Station
development ——

SFE Power

3

.“
““

.

.

— — — .-

Two Bed Molecular
Sieve

SFEweight
S F E p o w e r

Maturii

Electrochemical
Depolarized
Concentrator

SFE power

Effect on AR power
Maturity
~{2 Required
_

4

Maturity

7

Effect on WMconsumables
Maturity

7

Air Polarized
Concentrator

““

—.

Solid Amine Water
Resorption

SFE Powel

——
““

Ltihium Hydroxide

C02 Reduction

Bosch

4

—..

SFEpower;
AR power;
Maturity

Nonregenerative,
consumables

3

Carbon and

Catalyst activity
Consumable
canister
—..

3

Effect on AR subsy
High H2toC02ratio

3
4

oxygen recovery

.“

Sabatier

Maturiiy Space
Station development
SFE simplicity

.“

Advanced Carbon
Reactor System

Low consumables

Maturii
1 wo reactors, compl
-—

.“

C02ElectrolysisJ
Boudouard

Produces oxygen;
Low consumables
due to WM
subsystem effect;
LowARPower -—

Maturity
HighSFEpower

7

Static Feed Water

Maturiiy:Space
Station
development

tligh SFE power

3

02

Generation

Electrolysis

“

.

““

-——-

Water Vap3r
Electrolysis

LowSFEand
ARsubsystem
power;
Low consumables
due to WM
subsystem effect

Maturity

7

Solid Polymel
Electrolyte

Stable long term cell
activity;
Maturity (submam—

Slightly higher SFE

7

— —====== ..:

Note: S F E = S u b s y s t e m F u n c t i o n a l Elemerlt
A R = Air Revitalization
W M = Water Management
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Table VI-2 summarizes advantages, disa(ivantages and validity
levels of the technology choices for tkle potable water
processing, hygiene water processing, and urine processing
functions.
Table VI-2.

SFE

Potable Water
Processing
.

.

“

.

Comparisons of Water Management
Subsystem Technologies

TECHNOLOGY

ADVANTAGES

Multifiltration

H,O recove~
Maturity: Space
Station development

Consumables

3

Reverse Osmosis

Low consumables;
Maturity(H,O
desalinization)

H20 recovery

3

——— . . . . .

Maturity;
SFE Power
.—-- ——————

Electrochemical
Deionization

H20 recovery

Hygiene Water
Processing

Reverse Osmosis

Power
Maturity: water
desalinization _

.

Multifiitration

“

Unne Processing

.

.

.“

“

.

VALIDllY.
LEVEL

DISADVANTAGES

Maturity Space
Station
development;
H,O
recovery

7
3

—.. .— .

Consumables

3

. .____._—.-

Thermoelectric
Integrated Membrane
Evaporation System

H20 recovery

Maturitfi
Membrane fouling
—
—

Vapor Compression
Distillation

Maturity: Space
Station development

Complexity (mechanical)

Vapor Phase Catal~lc
Ammonia Removal

Volatiles treatment

H20 recovery;
SFE power,
Maturii
—.. . — .

7

Air Evaporation

Maturity;
High H20 recovery
Consumables
—
—
—-. —-—
—=.
:.—-—

7

3

——

N o t e : SFE = Subsystem Functional Element
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Table VI-3 summarizes advantages, disadvantacles and validity levels
of the technology choices for-the drying and-oxidation functions
within the solid waste treatment subsystem.
Table VI-3.

Comparisons of Solid Waste Treatment
Subsystem Technologies
-—=: . ——.—— . ..—

SFE

Drying

TECHNOLOGY

Freeze Drying

ADVANTAGES

Condensate quality;
Maturity (other
medical lab
applications)

—-—.
“

Oxidation

.

DISADVANTAGE :

VALIDITY
L E V

Maturi~
SFEweight;
SFEpower;
L)nreacted solids
-, disposal —— ..—

7

Thermal Drying

Potential to use low
grade heat

Condensate purity;
Maturity;
SFEweight;
SFEpower;
Llnreacted solids
d i s p o s a l -— —.. —

7

Combustion

Low pressure;
Minimizes hazardous
solids

Maturity;
SFEweight;
SFE power;
High temperature;
Condensate quali~ .—
-.—

7

Wet Oxidation

Maturity (other vaste
water applications);
Minimizes hazardous
solids

High pressure;
Maturity;
SFEweight;
SFEpower ——

7

Super Critical Water
Oxidation

Condensate quality;
Minimizes WM
consumables;
Maturity (other waste
water applications);
Minimizes
hazardous solids;
Nearly complete
organic destruction
-—
-—

High pressure;
High temperature;
Maturi~,
SFEweight;
SFE power

7

..—
— ———
——. . .-—

Note: SFE = Subsystem Functional Element
AR = Air Revitalization
WM = Water Management
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2. Recommendations
The following recommendations are basecl on the authors’
observations not only during the performance of this study but
also as the LiSSA tool was being developed:
1. As technologies are
f u n d e d f o r d e v e l o p m e n t , it is
i m p o r t a n t t o r e q u i r e c o n t r a c t o r s to g e n e r a t e a n d r e p o r t d a t a
that can be utilized for q u a n t i t a t i v e t e c h n o l o g y
comparisons. Estimates of heat and material balances,
equipment weights, p o w e r , volumes, and scaleup parameters

should be a part of the technology development effort. It is
suggested that NASA technical monitors add a “NASA
Perspective” summary page to the final report such that any
overly optimistic or conservative estimates or performances
can be identified.
2.

I n g e n e r a l , t e c h n o l o g y developnient d i r e c t i o n s s h o u l d b e
aimed at reducing the weight of re.supp.lies.
Nonregenerable

supplies impose additional weight to be carried by a
spacecraft plus additional manpc)wer required for resupply
operations.
3.

T e c h n o l o g y d e v e l o p m e n t s h o u l d he d i r e c t e d t o o u t p e r f o r m
the current best technology or a carefully selected baseline

technology. Baseline technologies should be identified that
have well documented weights, power usage, volume, feed and
product characterizations, i.n addition to quantitative
scaleup procedures.
4. Basic research should be directed towards identification
and use of lighter materials of cc)nstruction, minimization
or e l i m i n a t i o n o f r e s u p p l i e s , a n d minimization o f p o w e r
demand. Basic research is needed, for examp]e, in the
regeneration of sorption beds and membrane fouling for water
purification, and Bosch carbon deposition kinetics and
catalysts for air revitalization.
5.

The effects of process dynamics on technology trades
should be examined. Most of the processes Investigated do

not operate in a continuous mode and must cieal with
fluctuating feed rates and compositions. Hc]wever, processes
that can be designed to be continuous tend to be lighter and
energy efficient. If the dynamics of the process and the
fluctuating feed rates and compositions can be modeled so
that effective control strategies are possible, the
advantages of a continuous process design can be realized.
VI-6

6.

Systems

a n a l y s i s is an iterative and cc>]]tjnuing p r o c e s s
throughout the technology development eye-l e from concept
readiness. By stepping back again and
evaluation to mission

again to obtain a system view following technology
selections for further development. or miss]on system design,
systems analysis enables significant cost reductions in
developing, designing and commissj-oning any complex system.
LiSSA is such an analysis tool for physical-chemical life
support systems.
7. Life support systems analysis should be extended t o
include biological systems and in situ resource utilization
systems so that technologies pert;~ining to these systems can
be traded for assessment of system impacts. The modular and
architectural construction of LiSSA lends itself to
performing these trades [Reference ES-l]. In addition,
future trades should include powe~- and propulsion systems to
complete the picture for mission and project planners.
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APPENDIX A
DESCRIPTION OF LiSSA TOOL

The potential complexity of future life support systems for
manned missions necessitates the develc)pment of the appropriate
systems analysis capability within NAS3~ as a gu~de to technology
and systems development (Evanich et al., 1991) . The life support
system (LSS) most appropriate for a given human exploration of
outer space must be chosen from candidates ranging from a very
simple, nonregenerative LSS to a very c:omplex, integrated
physical-chemical, and possibly biological, closed–loop LSS.
There are many regenerative processes that are potential
candidates to provide a particular function as part of the
overall LSS. To synthesize an LSS, all of the processes must be
integrated to perform certain generic life support functions such
as air revitalization and water recoveyy.
A GMFS architecture has been developed to enable synthesis,
analysis, and eventual selection of system and technology options
for,defined missions. The architecture consists of a modular,
top-down hierarchical break-down of the physical-chemical closed
loop life support (P/C CLLS) system into subsystems, and a
further break-down of subsystems into subsystem functional
elements (SFES) representing individual processing technologies.
This approach allows for modular substitution of technologies and
subsystems and for the traceabilityof parameters through all the
hierarchical levels, which is useful in comparing systems or
technologies rapidly and accurately. The GMFS is the central
feature utilized by the Life support ~ystems ~alysis (LiSSA)
tool created by JPL as i~ustrated in E’igure A-1.
A series of papers, describing the technique and results, titled
“Human Life Support During Interplanetary Travel and Domicile”
(Parts 1,11,111, IV, and V), have been presented at recent
International Conference on Envircjnment.al Systems (ICES)
meetings. (It should be noted that the acronym l.,iSSA was adopted
in early 1992 and therefore will not be found in earlier papers. )
Another paper presented at the 21st ICES conference described
hardware scaleup procedures used jn the LiSSA trade tool (Rohatgj
et al., 1991a). A paper was presented at the March 1993 American
Institute of Chemical Engineers meeting that illustrated how the
tool can be utilized to do technology trades ancl system
optimization investigations.
.
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LiSSA APPROACH AND CALCULATION SCHEME
A s c h e m a t i c o f t h e LiSSA m e t h o d o l o g y is given in Figure A - 1 . T o
initiate t h e a n a l y s i s , t h e s y s t e m m a t r i x , t e c h n o l o g y m a t r i x ,
s y s t e m s p e c i f i c a t i o n s , and mission specifications a r e
first

“,

chosen.

The system matrix includes the types of life-support systems that
are of interest. It could include non-waste-processing, open-loop
systems, systems that process cabin air for carbon dioxide ‘
removal only, and closed-loop systems with varying degrees of
closure of the oxygen and water loops. “Closing the loops” for
oxygen and water is accomplished by prc)cesses that regenerate
pure oxygen and clean water from waste streams generated by the
crew. The amounts of oxygen and water ~egenerated depend on the
efficiency of the regeneration processes selected for the system.
The technology matrix includes the processing technologies that
would be utilized to regenerate oxygen and water. From this
matrix, a baseline set of technologies can be chosen for
configuring the various systems i.n the system matrix. Currently,
this includes technologies under consideration for Space Station
Freedom (SSF) and some additional advanced technologies.
specifications include metabolic and hygjene inputs and
outputs pertaining to the crew. These specifications are required
as input parameters to the GMFS module integration and computer
simulation. Mission specifications are required as parametric
inputs to the LiSSA Trade Tool.
System

For all the technology candidates considerecl,
performance data
must be acquired and utilized to model technologies as modules
using the ASPEN PLUS chemical process simulation package. Once
all the ASPEN PLUS modules are written, they are stored in an
insert library. The modules are integrated ].nto the GMFS
architecture by calling them from the library using insert
statements in the ASPEN input file. The comp].ete input-code
package represents the LiSSA Simulation Tool to produce output as
an American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII)
file (with the *.PRN extension) that is used as input to the
LiSSA Trade Tool.
T h e l i n k b e t w e e n t h e LISSA S i m u l a t i o n T o o l a n d t h e LiSSA T r a d e
T o o l i s a c c o m p l i s h e d b y a s p r e a d s h e e t m a c r o which p r o c e s s e s a n d
loads the ASCII file from the simulation output into the Trade

Tool . The Trade Tool uses simulation output, missic)n specifications, and JPL-developed scaleup formulas for we].ght, power,
and volume. The entire spreadsheet represents the systems
analysis output with a variety of tables and graphs.
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LiSSA CALCULATION SCHEME
,- ——-— —--- ——— —- ——— ——— ——— ——— ——— —— -.—--—-

———— .-. -—. — -.-.————..———————— -,
1

!LiSSA SIMULATION TOOL
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/
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I
I
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I
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\
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I
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I
I
i
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I
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I
I

I
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I

I
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I
I

I

I
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Figure A-1 .

LiSSA Methodc)logy
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APPENDIX 13
DESCRIPTIONS AND PROCESS I’LOW SCHEMATICS
OF PHYSICAL/CHEMICAL LIFE SU1’PORT TECHNOLOGIES

The Subsystem Functional Element (SFE) functions included in this
Appendix are COZ removal, COZ reduction, and Oz generation for the
air revitalization (AR) subsystem; potable water (PW) processing,
hygiene water (HW) processing, and urine processing for the water
management (WM) subsystem; and drying and oxidation for the solid
waste treatment (SWT) subsystem. Data sources for technologies
are given in Tables IV-2, IV-3, and IV-4. Functional schematics
and brief descriptions of the technologies used for the trades
presented in the report are included.
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Process Flow Schematic for Four-Bed Molecular Sieve
T h e F o u r - B e d M o l e c u l a r Sieve (4BMS) r e m o v e s C02 f r o m t h e inlet
air stream via an adsorption process. Water is removed from the

inlet air stream in an adsorbent bed packed with a mixture of
silica gel and zeolite 13x. The dry air stream is then cooled and
fed to a COZ adsorbent bed packed with z.eolite 5A. Additionally,
previously adsorbed water and C02 sorbent beds are in a
resorption cycle. Desorbed water is used to rehydrate processed
air, and desorbed COZ is pumped to an accumulation tank. Dotted
lines demonstrate flow for adsorption/desorption cycling
initiated when the adsorption capacity c~f a bed }ias been reached.
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Process Flow Schematic for Two-Bed Molecular Sieve
The Two-Bed Molecular Sieve (2BMS) removes COZ from the inlet
air stream via an adsorption process usj ng a carbon molecular
s i e v e (CMS)
. U n l i k e t h e zeoli. tes o f t h e 4BMS, the CMS is n o t
affected by the moisture in the process stream. The 2B M S
eliminates the requirement of desiccant beds; in addition, it
also desorbs at a lower temperature thaxl zeolites, thereby
reducing regenerating power requirements. Dotted lines
demonstrate flow for adsorption/desorptjon cycling initiated when
the adsorption capacity of a bed has been reached.
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Process Flow Schematic for Electrochemical Depolarized COJ
Concentrator
The Electrochemical Depolarized CO? Concentrator (ED) treats
cabin air in an electrochemical cell. Air containing COZ passes
through the cathode of an electrochemical cell utj.lizing an
aqueous electrolyte. The COZ diffuses to the electrolyte-air
interface where it is absorbed and reacted with hydroxyl (OH)
ions to form carbonate (CO~) and bicarbonate (HCO~) ions. The
carbonate and bicarbonate ions migrate to the cathode where C02
is released. When H2 is supplied to the anode side, HZO is also
released; heat and electrical power are generated by the cell.
The process requires a blower, fluids control assembly, and a
thermal control assembly to remove heat fronvthe cell.
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Process Flow Schematic for Air Polarized COZ Concentrator
The Air Polarized COZ Concentrator (APC) combines an
electrochemical COZ separation module (ECSM) and an
electrochemical Oz separation module (F:OSM) to remove COZ from
cabin air. The ECSM is similar to the electrochemical cell used
in the ED process; COZ diffuses to the electrolyte-air interface
where it is absorbed and reacted with hydroxyl. (OH) ions to form
carbonate (C03) and bicarbonate(HC03) ions. The carbonate and
bicarbonate ions migrate to the cathode where COZ is released.
However, H2 is not supplied to the ABC process; some of the Oz in
the air migrates via the electrochemical process to the anode
where it is evolved with the C02. The Oz and COZ are fed to the
EOSM to remove most of the Oz from the COZ stream using an
acid-electrolyte cell. The process requires a blower, fluids
control assembly, and a thermal control assemb]y to remove heat
similar to the ED process.
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Process Flow Schematic for Solid Amine Water Resorption
The

Solid Amine Wat_er Resorption process (SAWD) removes COZ from
the inlet air stream via an adsorption process. Dotted lines
demonstrate flow for adsorption/resorption cycling initiated when
the absorption capacity of a bed has been reached. Steam is used
to desorb the COZ from the amine bed. During COZ absorption,
the
C02 replaces the adsorbed H20 from the ~)revious resorption cycle;
the water,removed from the bed places an additional load on the
temperature and humidity control subsystem as it must condense
the water vapor. Regeneration can take place at cabin pressure;
i.e., vacuum conditions are not requj.red.
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Process Flow Schematic for Lithium Hyciroxj. de COZ Removal

I
1
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This process uses a nonregenerable LiOH cartricige to remove COZ.
The cartridge consists of a radjal flow cylinc~rical cartridge
containing LiOH which is designed for ease of replacement after
the absorber capacity has been reached. The cartridge also
contains activated charcoal to control trace cc)ntarninant
constituents in the cabin atmosphere. Cabin air enters the
canister through a center tube and flows radially from the center
through the charcoal bed where odor is removed, then through the
LiOH, and finally through a particulate filter for dust removal
before exiting the canister. Efficient absorpt.ic)n of COZ involves
an initial HZO absorption to form lithjum hydroxide monohydrate
(LiOH-HzO);, this is followed by absorption of CO, by the
monohydrate forming the final carbonate (LizCO~) and releasing
H20. The overall process actually is a net producer of H20 and
heat.
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Schematic for Bosch Reactor
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B

COZ with hydrogen in the presence of a
steel wool catalyst to produce soli-d ca~-bon and potable water.
Less than 10% of the input COZ is reduced with a single pass
through the Bosch reactor, but 100% conversion can be obtained by
recirculating the process gases with corltinuous deposition of
carbon and removal of water. COZ is directly reduced to carbon
and water at 650°C in an expendable cartridge with iron catalyst.
Two such reactors are required to maintain continuous operation
and allow for cartridge replacement.
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Process Flow Schematic: for sabatier Ileactor
COP is m e t h a n a t e d with H20 at temperatures from

180”C to 530”C in
the presence of a ruthenium catalyst on a granular substrate. The
reactor produces CH4 and H20 with a stoichiometric reactor f e e d
ratio of 4 moles H2 to 1 mole of COZ. The reactor itself is
equipped with electric start up heaters. ‘l’he methanation reaction
is exothermic; reactor feed gas enters one end of the reactor and
flows down a central tube where it is regenerativel.y heated by
the reactor product gases. The reactor is designed so that the
feed gases flow back down the catalyst bed which is located in
the annulus between the center tube and reactor housing. The
reactor is designed to create a favorable temperature profile
with high temperatures in the catalyst bed inlet (260° to 430”C)
and lower temperatures in the outlet (90° to 260”C) . The gases
leave the reactor between 90° and 150”C and are cooled to
condense and separate the HZO vapor product. The reactor includes
air cooling to prevent overheating at elevated COZ reduction
rates.
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Process Flow Schematic for Advanced Carbon 17eactor System
T h e A d v a n c e d C a r b o n R e a c t o r (ACR) s y s t e m c o n s i s t s o f a Sabatier
reactor~ a gaslliquid Separator t o remove product w a t e r f r o m
methane, and a carbon formation reactor (CFR) to reduce methane

to carbon and hydrogen. In the Sabatier reactor C02 is reacted
with hydrogen in the presence of a ruthenium catalyst on a
granular substrate. Operating temperatures range from 1000 to
600°C, and reactor efficiency is greater than 98%. Water from
the produce stream is then removed with a gas/liquid separator,
and the methane is reduced to carbon and hydrogen in an
expendable CFR cartridge. Two such reactors are required to
maintain continuous operation and allow for cartridge
replacement.
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Process Flow Schematic for C02 E21ectrolysis/Boudouard
The COZ Electrolysis/Boudouard (COzEL/BD) process combines two
SFE functions: COZ reduction and 02 generation. COZ is
electrolyzed using a solid oxide electrolyzer producing Oz and
CO; CO is then catalytically decomposed into solid carbon and COZ
via the Boudouard reaction; COL is recycled back to the
electrolyzer. Since this process generates Oz directly from COZ,
thereby reducing (or eliminating) the oxygen generation via water
electrolysis, the need to clean cc]ndensate for water electrolysis
can be reduced also.
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Process Flow Schematic for Static Feed Water Electrolysis
The Static Feed Water Electrolysis (SFWI:) process electrolytes
water to produce Hz and Oz. Water is fed to the feed compartment
where it diffuses as a vapor through the water feed membrane and
into the anode. The cell electrolyte is an aqueous KOH held on a
retention matrix. Hz and Oz are generated in the cathode and
anode, respectively. Nz is used for purging and pressurization
purposes. Normal operating conditions are 80°C and 12 atm.
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Process Flow Schematic for Water Vapor Electrolysis
The Water Vapor Electrolysis (WVE) uses a hydroscopic electrolyte
(HzSOq) to absorb HZO vapor from the cabin air and generate Oz,
H+ions, and electrons in the anode compartment. At the cathode,
H+ ions are joined with electrons to generate Hz.
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F l o w S c h e m a t i c for Solid P o l y m e r E l e c t r o l y t e

The Solid Polymer Electrolyte (SPE) uses a membrane made of

sulfonated perfluoro-linear polymer (NAF’ION) . When fully hydrated
with HZO, the membrane is an excellent conductor and functions as
the electrolyte. Deionized and cooled HZO is fed to the anode
where it is decomposed to 02, H+ icms, and electrons. The
electrons travel through the external electrical circuit to the
cathode, while the H+ ions migrate from anode to cathode by
passing between the fixed, hydrated sulfonic acid groups. The H+
ions and electrons recombine on the cathode to evolve as H 2. Both
H2 and Oz evolved gases contain water drclplets that are separated
from the gas phase. The recovered liquid HPO is returned to the
anode from HZO accumulators. A recombine catalytically reacts 02
in the Hz that may occur due to 02 to H2 cross-leakage. The SPE
cell operates at 500”C and 14 atm on the Oz side; the H2 side is
at a lower pressure than the Oz side. Nz is provided to maintain
Oz pressures above Hz pressure and for purging purposes.
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Process Flow” Schematic for Multi filtratiorl for Potable Water
Processing
The Multifiltration System is designed to produce potable quality
water using expendable adsorption beds to remove both dissolved
and ionic impurities. Water entering the process is first heated
to 125°C and sterilized for 40 minutes; it is also filtered to
remove any bacteria and particulate present. Flow is then
directed to a series of six unibeds composed of an adsorption bed
containing activated carbon and an ionic exchange resin bed
operating at 25° to 45”c; the goal is to have an effluent with a
total organic carbon concentration of 500 ppb or less.
Eventually, the first bed reaches storage capacity and is
removed. The remaining beds are moved up to fill the gap, and a
fresh bed is placed at the end of the series. Microbial growth
is impeded by heating and chemically treating the processed water
at similar temperatures and residence times as the first
heater/filter.
Downstream of the unibecls iodine is injected into
the process stream . The stream is therl passed through an
alcohol sorbent bed for the purpose of removing low molecular
weight alcohols.
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Process Flow Schematic for Reverse Osmosis fc)r E’otable Water
Processing
The Reverse Osmosis (RO) process for pc)table water processing is

designed to remove both dissolved and ionic impurities. Water
entering the process is first heated to 125°C and sterilized for
40 minutes; it is also filtered to remove any bacteria and
particulate present. Flow is then directed to an RO module that
operates at 13 atm and 45°C. Brine is flushed from the system
several times per day. The permeate is passed through an alcohol
sorbent bed used to remove low molecular weight alcohols.
Microbial growth is impeded by heating and chemically treating
the processed water at similar temperatures and residence times
as the first heater/filter.
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Process Flow Schematic for Electrochemical I)eionization for
Potable Water Processing
The Electrodeionization (ELDI) prc]cess utilizes ion exchange
resins and membranes to deionize feed water. The ic)npure
deionizer contains ion exchange membranes that act as barriers to
bulk water flow. The deionizer is divided into three adjacent
compartments: a diluting compartment bordered c)n either side by a
concentrating compartment. Feed water enters the diluting
compartment (after pretreatment of the feed water by the
multimedia filter, organic scavenger, and softener) , which is
filled with the ion exchange resins, transferring through these
resins in the direction of an electrical potential gradient
applied across the compartments. Due to the semipermeability
properties of the ion exchange membranes and the directionality
of the potential gradient, ion concentration will decrease in the
diluting compartment and increase in the concentrating
compartments. The system outputs brine from the concentrating
compartments and purified deionized water from the diluting
compartment. The ion exchange resin is continually electrically
regenerated.
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Process Flow Schematic for Reverse Osmosis for Hygiene Water
Processing
The Reverse Osmosis (RO) is designed to procluce hygiene quality
water using a combination of an Ultrafiltration (UF) Module (to
remove suspended solids, colloids, and macrc)molecules), a RO
module (to remove salts and compounds with molecular weights
remove both dissolved
>100) , and expendable adsorption beds to
and ionic impurities from the RO permeate. T h e p r o c e s s is s i m i l a r
to that used for potable water processing with the exception of
the lack of alcohol sorbent beds, the addition of the UF Module,
and the type of material in the Unibeds. Water entering the
process is first heated to 125°C and sterilized for 40 minutes;
it is also filtered to remove any bacteria and particulate
present. Flow is pumped to the UF Module with lJF permeate
entering the RO module. Brines from UF and RO are recycled and
purged periodically. Flow is then directed to a series of six
unibeds composed of an adsorption bed containing activated carbon
and an ionic exchange resin bed operating at. 25° to 45°C; the
goal is to have the effluent reach a total organic carbon
concentration of less than 10 ppm. !Zventually, the first bed
reaches storage capacity and is removed. T h e rc?maining b e d s a r e
moved up to fill the gap, and a fresh bed is placed at the end of
the series. Microbial growth is impeded by heating and
chemically treating the processed water at similar temperatures
and residence times as the first heater/filter. Downstream of
the unibeds, iodine is injected into the process stream.
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Process Flow Schematic for Multifiltration for Hygiene Water
Processing
T h e Multifiltration S y s t e m is d e s i g n e d to p r o d u c e h y g i e n e q u a l i t y
water using expendable adsorption beds to remove both dissolved

and ionic impurities. The process is s]milar to that used for
potable water processing with the exception of the lack of
alcohol sorbent beds and the type of material in the unibeds.
Water entering the process is first heated to 125°C and
sterilized for 40 minutes; it is also f)ltered to remove any
bacteria and particulate present. Flow is then directed to a
series of six unibeds composed of an adsorption bed containing
activated carbon and an ionic exchange resin bed operating at 25°
to 45”c; the goal is to have the effluent reach a total organic
carbon concentration of less than 10 ppm. Eventually, the first
bed reaches storage capacity and is remc)ved. The remaining beds
are moved up to fill the gap, and a fresh bed is placed at the
end of the series. Microbial growth is impeded by heating and
chemically treating the processed water at similar temperatures
and residence times as the first heater/filter. Downstream of
the unibeds iodine is injected into the process stream. The
stream is then passed through an alcohol sorbent bed for the
purpose of removing low-molecular-weight alcohols.
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Process Flow Schematic for Thermoelectric Integrated Membrane
Evaporation Subsystem
The Thermoelectric Integrated Membrane Evaporation Subsystem
urine
( T I M E S ) is designed to produce hygiene c~uality water f r o m

8

9
II

waste water attaining a 95% water recovery efficiency. Before
entering TIMES, urine is chemically pretreated tc) fix free
ammonia. After pretreatment, the waste water stream is first
heated and then passed through hollow fiber membranes for
evaporation at low temperatures. The evaporator consists of six
bundles of 100 Nafion tubes each. Steanl evaporates from the
outer surface of the membranes and is partially condensed before
flowing to an air cooled heat exchanger. Noncondensible gases
entrained in the condensate stream are removed by a pump which
functions as a gas/liquid separator. Unevaporated waste water is
recycled until solid concentrations reach a predetermined level,
at which time the concentrated brine is removed for disposal.
Using thermoelectric devices, the latent heat of condensation is
recovered and reused in the evaporation process.
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Process Flow Schematic for Vapor Compression Distillation
T h e V a p o r C o m p r e s s i o n Distillation (VCD) s y s t e m maintains a
vaporiliquid interface using centrifugal force
created by a

rotating drum. Waste water is discharged tc) the inner surface of
a centrifugal evaporator drum inside the distillation unit. Water
vapor is removed from the evaporator, compressed to raise its
saturation temperature, and then forced against the outer surface
of the rotating drum where it conc~enses. The latent heat of
condensation is transferred through the drum wall and reused in
the evaporation process. Unevaporated waste water is
recirculated until solid concentrations reach a predetermined
level , at which time the concentr?ited brine is removed for
disposal.
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Process Flow Schematic for Vapor Phase Catalytic Ammonia
Reduction for Urine Processing
The Vapor Phase Catalytic Ammonia Removal (VPCAR) Process
utilizes catalytic reactors to react vaporized impurities in the
feed water to innocuous gases. Urine is vaporized at 100”C in an
evaporator. The process employs two catalytic reactors. The NH3
oxidation reactor uses a Pt catalyst to oxidize NH3 to a mixture
of N2 and N20 and volatile organic hydrocarbons are oxidized to
C02 and water vapor at 250°C. The N20 decomposition reactor uses a
Ru catalyst at 400°C to N2 and 02. The recovered H20 has little
NH~,

f e w h y d r o c a r b o n s , l o w conductivity, a n d only requires pH

adjustment to be a candidate for potable water.
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Process Flow Schematic for Air Evaporation for Urine Processing
In the Air Evaporation (AIRE) process, treated urine is pumped to
a wick package along with a dry air stream. The circulating
heated air evaporates water from the urine leav).ng solids in the
wicks. When sufficient solids accumulate in the wicks, the feed
is stopped and the loaded wicks are dried down and replaced.
Humid air leaving the wick evaporator passes through a heat
recuperator and a condensing heat exchanger. A water separator
downstream of the condenser removes water from the air and pumps
it out as condensate. Iodine is added to the water before it is
sent to post treatment before it can be used as hygiene water.
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Process Flow Schematic for Freeze l)rying
The freeze drying (FRZ) process consists of four major steps as
illustrated above:
(1) pre-freezing at -3°C to freeze dissolved and suspended
materials along with water;
(2) vacuum evaporation or sublimation of the frozen ice at
<0.0001 atm;
(3) re-freezing water vapor at -15C’C and
(4) melting of the frozen ice at 16”C.
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Process Flow Schematic for Thermal Drying
The Thermal (or hot) Drying (HD)process uses power to dry the
feed at temperatures exceeding 150°C. Regenerative heaters are
provided to increase the thermal efficiency. Potential waste heat
sources, rather than electrical power, could be process waste
heat from other physical/chemical processing steps, such as COZ
reduction.
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Process Flow S c h e m a t i c for Conkmstion Oxidation
The
Combustion (“COMB) O x i d a t i o n process uses pure oxygen to
.
.
Incinerate the organics in the feed. Pc)wer is also required as
the stream has a low heating value. An ambient pressure furnace
is used; ash solids residue. is separated after incineration.
After recove~ of some of the waste heat in a regenerative
heater, the water condensate formed frclm the original water and
the oxidized organics is condensed. IJnreacted or partially
oxidized organics and other contaminant vapors are absorbed. COZ
formed from oxidizing the organics is recycled LO the air
revitalization subsystem to reduce the C02 to carbon and oxygen.
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Wet

Oxidation

process uses pure oxygen to oxidize the
organics in the feed in a reactor maintained at 290”C atm and 150
atm. Power is also required as the stream has a low heating
value; in addition, power is required to pump the feed waste
stream and compress the oxygen. Ash solids residue is separated
after the reactor in a dry boiler, operated at low pressure and
over 230°C. The water condensate formed from the original water
and the oxidized organics is condensed. Unreacted or partially
oxidized organics and other contaminant vapc)rs are absorbed. C02
formed from oxidizing the organics is recycled to the air
revitalization subsystem to reduce the C02 to carbon and water.
The wet oxidation (WOX)
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